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Abstract

Social media is one of the fastest growing and most popular forms of media. It is relatively new and constantly evolving making it a worthwhile research area. Twitter is a social media platform dependent on its users composing posts or tweets their followers can read. When a user likes a tweet and wants to share it with his or her followers, the retweet function will share the tweet. Professional athletes have turned to Twitter as an outlet to express themselves and communicate with a variety of different types of audiences. This study examines retweets shared by professional athletes playing in the Unites States. The study finds the most common Twitter accounts retweeted by professional athletes are run by businesses and media outlets and the tweets are typically parasocial in nature. The study also found the retweets included content about the athlete more than sixty percent of the time.
**Introduction**

In 2006, the social media platform Twitter was created. Like most social media sites, Twitter is dependent on its users composing posts or written messages their followers can read. These posts are referred to as “tweets”. These tweets are limited to 140 characters which is the primary feature making Twitter unique. There are multiple ways for someone to interact with another user's tweet. There is the reply function which allows users to reply directly to the tweet, or there is the “retweet” function. When a user likes a tweet and he or she wants to share it with his or her followers, the retweet function will share the tweet, still giving the original author credit, but also crediting the secondary user for retweeting it. While tweets are limited to 140 characters, users can also attach photos or videos to enrich the content of the tweet.

Twitter is used by many different audiences such as people looking for commentary on celebrities, news, movies, technology and more (Bullas, 2010). Twitter also enhances television events and allows people to feel like they are a part of something even if they are not there physically. At the 2014 Oscars, host Ellen DeGeneres tweeted a picture of herself with other actors and actresses including Brad Pitt, Bradley Cooper, Meryl Streep and others. She took the picture while live on TV and people immediately logged on to Twitter to view the picture. The picture was retweeted
over three million times becoming the most retweeted tweet in Twitter history (Jarvey, 2014).

Another entertainment industry embracing Twitter has been the sports community. Twitter has become an important part of sports communication among participants and fans (Johnson, 2013). Adweek said of Twitter's sports presence that Twitter has positioned itself well by partnering with leagues and networks like ESPN and NBC Sports (Baysinger, 2016). Many sports journalists, fans, teams, and athletes use Twitter. The Twitter timeline is an effective format for following sporting events in real time, as it allows fans to follow along chronologically. Super Bowl 49 was the most tweeted about event of the 2014-15 TV season. The second most tweeted about TV event was the Grammy’s with 8 million fewer tweets than the Super Bowl (Collins, 2016). Events are not only limited to actual contests. For example, Twitter was the center of attention during National Basketball Association (NBA) free agency in 2015 during what was called “the great emoji war of 2015” (Neely-Cohen, 2016).

Not only has Twitter been used to talk about sporting events, but the professional athletes have turned to Twitter as an outlet to express themselves (Johnson, 2013). In the past, team and player public relations professionals have had primary control about what information gets from the athlete to the public. This dynamic has changed
drastically with the introduction of social media, especially Twitter. Most athletes post
tweets without needing permission from their employer (Johnson, 2013). For example,
Sacramento Kings (NBA) center DeMarcus Cousins tweeted, “Lord give me strength”
on the night of the 2016 draft, apparently voicing displeasure with his team’s
transactions that night (Joseph, 2016). A sentiment like this could have more easily
been prevented from becoming public in the past.

In addition to athletes using Twitter to compose their own messages, they can
also use the retweet function to echo what others are saying. Having the right person
retweet a message can dramatically increase the views of that tweet. A large audience,
such as a popular player’s Twitter following, can be especially valuable to a company or
other entity with a message it wants to send. In 2015, ESPN reported the cost of a tweet
from Cleveland Cavaliers (NBA) player LeBron James is $140,000 or $1,000 a
character (Rovell, 2015). Men’s Journal also reported retired NBA star Shaquille O’Neal
makes an extra one to five million dollars annually from Twitter (Gray, 2016).

Businesses are not the only ones that can benefit from a high profile athlete retweeting
them. Any person or entity trying to build a following, grow their brand, or even get a
message out to a larger audience can be greatly benefited by the right person
retweeting them. In 2012, a young singer named Carly Rae Jepsen’s career
skyrocketed when famous singer Justin Bieber tweeted her song to his followers (Getlin, 2012). Twitter has become so important to sports media that when a commentator is on TV, his or her Twitter handle is displayed next to his or her name. Tweets from relevant athletes, celebrities and fans are also shown and read on broadcasts often. For example, on the Emmy winning TNT program Inside the NBA, multiple tweets from fans calling show host Charles Barkley’s shoes “nursing shoes”. These tweets provided the show with an entire segment based on this joke (Dunne, 2016).

Twitter primarily caters to two different types of relationships, specifically social and parasocial. Social relationships within Twitter consist of multiple users aware of each other and are communicating directly. For example, tennis star Roger Federer used Twitter to communicate directly with NBA star Kobe Bryant, a fellow athlete he has a relationship with by tweeting, “Hey @kobebryant, you're already an emoji natural”. Because Federer and Bryant are both aware of the other's existence, and the primary purpose of the tweet was to communicate directly from Federer to Bryant, making the interaction social (Sandritter, 2015).

Parasocial Twitter interactions on the other hand do not have the same level of intimacy. This Twitter relationship is typically focused on one user. This user is the one sending the message, usually to a large number of other users, of which he or she is
only vaguely aware of their existence. For example, Utah Jazz (NBA) player Gordon Hayward tweeted to his 125,000 followers, “I want to be a great player but an even better father. Proud to do my part for the women in my life”. While Hayward does not have a personal relationship with each of his 125,000 followers, he is still engaging with them because they are interested in what he has to say. Communication researcher Alice Marwick compares the parasocial relationships on Twitter to a concert. Having access to know what celebrities are thinking and saying is like having a backstage pass to a concert. (Marwick, 2011). In essence, Twitter has given fans of celebrities an opportunity to connect through the means of parasocial relationships.

A considerable amount of research has been conducted related to athletes and the use of media. However, very little research has been done related to social media, or Twitter, and virtually no research conducted specifically on retweets in regards to professional athletes. Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to examine the content of tweets retweeted by professional athletes, how the tweets relate to the athletes themselves, and what type of relationships are the main focus.
Literature Review

This literature review will begin with a focus on Twitter and retweeting and a look at studies about Twitter specifically related to professional athletes. Next, studies focused on the differences between social and parasocial relationships in social media will be discussed. The review will conclude with a review of the uses and gratifications theory, and how it relates to this study.

Twitter, Retweets and Professional Athletes

Twitter is a social media site accessed via a standard internet browser, or more commonly, a mobile app. Twitter can also be described as a microblogging service. Microblogging is a form of communication in which users can describe their current status, opinions, or other commentary in short posts distributed by instant messages, mobile phones, email or the Web (Java, 2007). Twitter is considered microblogging because a user is limited to 140 characters. These short messages are broadcast to all of the author’s followers (Pogue, 2009). Other users can then interact with each message by using the reply function which will send a direct reply to the author or use the retweet function.

When a user likes a tweet and he or she wants to share it with his or her followers, the retweet function will share the tweet, still giving the original author credit,
but also crediting the secondary user for retweeting it. Two factors can predict if a user is likely to retweet a tweet. First, if the user has retweeted or replied to the author previously, and second, if the two share common interests (Luo, 2013). Once a tweet is retweeted, it reaches an average of 1,000 users regardless of the original authors following. Also, after the initial retweet, the likelihood of that tweet being retweeted again rises significantly signifying fast diffusion of information after the first retweet. (Kwak, 2010).

While the 140 character limit can be a limitation, it also has advantages. The brevity of tweets allows them to be produced and shared without a significant amount of effort, allowing a fast paced conversational environment to emerge (Boyd, 2010). The benefit of being able to communicate quickly is that it allows people to react to moments in real time. A football game is a good example. After a play, there is only a short time, usually less than a minute, before the next play. The short fast-paced style of Twitter is able to catch these moments.

Twitter offers high-profile athletes the ability to communicate instantaneously with fans, friends and observers, bypassing the gatekeeping functions of journalists, publicists and sports officials. Their tweets can be unpredictable and occasionally
controversial (Hutchins, 2011). Twitter is indeed providing increased unmediated access to what athletes want to say to their fans (Pegoraro, 2010, pp. 511).

Many fans now use Twitter to follow athletes and stay informed. Professional soccer athletes alone have a combined 107,598,814 followers (Silveira, 2016). Fans do not tend to follow a diverse group of athletes. In fact, most followers have very small diversity (60% follow less than two categories) (Silveira, 2016).

Research has helped identify the type of content athletes tweet. A study by Marion Hambrick (2010) took a sample of tweets from athletes across a variety of sports and put them into six categories including: interactivity, diversion, information sharing, content, fanship, and promotional.

The category with the most tweets was interactivity at 34%. This finding indicated athletes use Twitter for interpersonal communication between fans and friends. The next highest was diversion followed by information sharing, content, promotional, and fanship (Hambrick, 2010). This data suggests professional athletes are more interested in using Twitter for personal reasons and less for business reasons such as promotion and fanship.

Parasocial Relationships
Parasocial interaction describes the one-sided relationships that can occur between a media user and the media being consumed (Ballentine, 2005). On the other hand, in social interaction, both parties are aware of the other and talk and act with each other. The concept of parasocial relationship was originally conceived by Donald Horton and Richard Wohl in 1956. They described the relationship between spectator and performer as “seeming face-to-face” (Horton, 1956). Even on television, an actor’s nuances of appearances and gestures appear as if he or she were engaging personally or privately (Horton, 1956). In situations where the performer can receive feedback from the spectator such as a play, he or she can adjust the performance accordingly (Horton, 1956.)

From the audience perspective, researcher Gayle Stever says that celebrities are role models, and a fan’s attachment to a celebrity plays an important role in adult development, and it is at this stage when these relationships are most likely to begin. Stever also says that attachment happens in much the same way in parasocial relationships as it does in face-to-face relationships, that being through proximity and familiarity with the face, voice, and manner of the celebrity. Fan attachments are often part of the normal course of adult development in the areas of identity, intimacy, and generativity (Stever, 2011).
In 1979, Mark Levy added to Horton and Wohl’s research focusing on older adults and local television news. One finding of his research was that viewers were comparing their own thoughts and opinions with those of the local newscasters (Levy, 1979). However, the feedback was not available to the newscasters like it is currently with the availability of the internet. A separate study in regards to television and parasocial interactions found that there is a strong correlation between low interpersonal communication in a person’s behavior and high parasocial interactions. This correlation was more obvious with those who view television more frequently (Rubin, 2006).

Twitter has given the large, undefined side of the parasocial relationship a louder voice. Feedback is heard more frequently and quicker. For example, Steven Fry, the host of the 2016 British Academy of Film and Television Awards, made a joke about a costume designer during the show that received strong backlash on Twitter. The backlash was so strong that Fry decided to delete his Twitter account (Fox, 2016).

Online blogging and microblogging platforms have increased the amount of content that can be studied in regards to parasocial interaction. Celebrity figures, journalists and others engage in these types of relationships nearly everyday (Ballentine, 2005). Twitter can be seen as the online version of the scenario mentioned in Horton and Wohl’s study in which the spectator and performer engage in an
interaction that is “seemingly face-to-face”. The performer, or in this case the Twitter user tweeting to a large audience, uses language similar to that language he or she would use in a social interaction. The performer even uses feedback from the spectators and adjusts accordingly. While the relationship is parasocial, analysis does show that for celebrities who are using Twitter, the dialogue is serious, meaningful, and appears to have impact for those participating (Stever, 2013).

**Uses and Gratification Theory**

The uses and gratification theory initially established by Elihu Katz and Jay Blumer is an approach to interpret why people seek out specific media and what needs they are satisfying with it. In other words, the theory attempts to answer the question, what does media do for people (Katz, 1973)? In Katz’ research, he says, “For example, integration into the sociopolitical order is best served by newspaper; while ‘knowing oneself’ is best served by books” (Katz, 1973, pp 267). The theory discusses why people choose the media they do.

In 1982, researcher Alan Rubin used the uses and gratification theory to identify the reasons people watch television. In his findings he identified two types of television viewers including users for time consumption and entertainment, and users of television content for non-escapist, information seeking (Rubin, 1982).
As the internet has become a staple in society, a lot of research has been done about it using the uses and gratifications theory. In 2004, researcher Thomas Stafford identified three key gratification dimensions. These include process gratifications, content gratifications, and social gratifications. Stafford concluded that while process and content gratifications were common in the past with radio and television, social gratifications were a new addition with the internet (Stafford, 2004).

As cell-phones began to be popular, researchers began applying the theory. Researcher Louis Leung found mobility, immediacy, and instrumentality to be the strongest instrumental motives in predicting the use of the cell phone (Leung, 2000 p. 308). Intrinsic factors such as affection and sociability were also motives (Leung, 2000).

The emergence of computer-mediated communication has revived the significance of uses and gratifications. In fact, uses and gratifications has always provided a cutting-edge theoretical approach in the initial stages of each new mass communications medium (Ruggiero, 2000, p. 3). Applying this theory to Twitter, the question to be asked is, what are people seeking when they use Twitter? What can they gain from a parasocial relationship with a celebrity?

Researchers have attempted to answer this question. In a study by Cory Ballard in 2011, 216 college students were surveyed on how they use Twitter. Results suggest
these Twitter users obtained more gratifications from the passive functions of Twitter rather than active functions in terms of relational maintenance and entertainment. Active functions included tweeting and providing content, mentioning other users, and direct messaging. Passive functions included searching, following other users, and retweeting. The two most used passive functions in the study were following and retweeting, suggesting that not only is receiving tweets from others a major appeal, but sharing those tweets with followers is important as well.

A study in 2010 by Gina Chen found that the more months a person is active on Twitter and the more hours per week the person spends on Twitter, the more the person gratifies a need for an informal sense of camaraderie with other users. In other words, the more a person uses Twitter, the more gratification he or she will need to receive from it (Chen, 2010).

In addition to camaraderie, researcher Danah Boyd, in 2010, compiled a non-exhaustive list of reasons why people might retweet another user’s tweet. Reasons include:

- To spread tweets to new audiences
- To entertain or inform a specific audience
- To comment on the content of the original tweet.
• To make presence as a listener visible.

• To publicly agree with someone.

• To validate other’s thoughts.

• As an act of loyalty, friendship, or homage.

• To refer to less popular people.

• For self gain such as to increase followers.

• To save tweets for future access.

Professional athletes seek similar gratifications as most Twitter users such as: camaraderie, interactivity, friendship, and self gain. Athletes look for the same gratifications such as camaraderie. An athlete might also use Twitter to satisfy the need of feeling included among other celebrities and athletes.

Summary of Literature

Twitter is a microblogging service with multiple passive and active functions. One of the passive functions of the platform is retweeting. Retweeting is when a Twitter user shares another user’s tweet while still giving credit to the original author of the tweet. People use the retweet function for a variety of different gratifications including camaraderie, to inform, to validate or agree with someone, for self gain, and more.

Professional Athletes have also turned to Twitter as an outlet for their opinions and a way to connect with a variety of people including fans, family, teammates, other athletes, media and others. Athletes have used Twitter seeking multiple gratifications including interactivity, fan relations, and camaraderie among others.
Athletes and their followers typically participate in a parasocial relationship on Twitter. A parasocial relationship is one having many of the attributes of a one-on-one relationship, but is between a “performer” and many “spectators”. The followers of the athletes are aware of the existence of the athlete and often are very familiar with who they are. However, the athlete is unfamiliar with the vast majority of his followers.

Twitter is only ten years old and as a result, research on the topic is still new and evolving. While the result is less available literature, it also means there is plenty of research to be done. Twitter has become one of the most used communication platforms in the world with over 974 million accounts as of 2014 (Sherman, 2014). With so many people using Twitter, it is important to understand how people use it and what effect it has. This is why this study is important. It will provide new information that will make the ramifications of Twitter’s effect on professional athlete’s easier to understand.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the following research questions.

RQ1: What type of Twitter accounts or Twitter users are professional athletes likely to retweet?

RQ2: Are tweets being retweeted by professional athletes primarily social or parasocial?

RQ3: Is the content of the tweets being retweeted by professional athletes directly related to themselves?
Method

Retweets from accounts of professional athletes in the National Basketball Association (NBA), National Football League (NFL), Major League Baseball (MLB), and the National Hockey League (NHL) were compiled and analyzed. In order to decide which athletes would be included in the sample, the 13 athletes from each league with the largest Twitter following according to fanpagelist.com and tweeting-athlete.com were chosen. To ensure the sample reflects tweets of professional athletes, only active athletes were chosen. A retired athlete has different priorities and may use Twitter differently. Therefore, athletes such as retired NBA star Shaquille O’Neal who has a large following were passed over. For each athlete included in the study, 20 retweets were gathered beginning with the most recent, and finishing with the twentieth most recent. The tweets were compiled in April, 2016. Therefore, most of the tweets included in the study are in the spring or winter of 2016. However, because some of the athletes in the study retweet at a lower frequency, some retweets date as far back as April of 2012. Two athletes in the study did not have 20 retweets in their timeline including San Francisco Giants (MLB) player Brian Wilson, and Chicago Blackhawks (NHL) player Patrick Kane who had zero and three tweets respectively. In total, 1,003 retweets were included in the sample.

Content analysis was then used to analyze the sample. Michael Quinn Patton, author of *Qualitative Research & Evaluation Methods* defines Content analysis as “any qualitative and sense-making effort that takes a volume of qualitative material and attempts to identify core consistencies and meanings” (Patton, 2002, p. 453).
Ole Holsti, author of *Content Analysis for the Social Sciences and Humanities*, gives three uses of content analysis. These uses include making inferences about the antecedents of communications, describe and make inferences about the characteristics of communications, and making inferences about the consequences of communications.

Qualitative content analysis is a replicable technique for compressing many words of text into fewer content categories based on rules of coding. This technique has been used to analyze professional athlete’s tweets before. Marion Hambrick used content analysis and coded tweets into categories such as interactivity, fanship, and others (Hambrick, 2010). Content analysis has also been used to research topics such as Super Bowl commercials (Kelley & Turley, 2004) and celebrity athlete endorsements in *Sports Illustrated* (Jones, 2000).

Content analysis typically begins with researchers reading the data word by word. It is important to avoid preconceived categories. Instead, categories should flow from the data. This is known as inductive category development (Hsieh, 2005). After reading the data, initial analysis is made. Researchers then determine categories based off of their analysis (Hsieh, 2005).

Once categories have been developed, the data is read again, this time assigning it to the new categories. Once this step is completed, researchers can then analyze the results (Hsieh, 2005).
In this study, the retweets were first coded by the original author into one of the following twelve categories. The categories were created after initial analysis of the sample and are original to this study.

- **Media** authored tweets were written and posted by members of the national or local media, often covering the sport or team of the retweeting athlete. For example, digital media company Bleacher Report tweeted “Dwyane Wade turns up with Vanilla Ice at Heat family event” which then was retweeted by Miami Heat (NBA) player Dwyane Wade.
- **Business** authored tweets were written and posted by accounts representing companies, organizations, or brands such as Body Armor, Rawlings, and Ford.
- **Celebrity** authored tweets include tweets written by celebrity figures not directly involved in sports such as singer/songwriter Snoop Dogg, Actor Mark Wahlberg, and TV host Jimmy Fallon.
- **Teammate** authored tweets were written and posted by the retweeting athlete’s teammates. For example, Seattle Seahawks (NFL) player Richard Sherman retweeted a tweet written by his teammate Kam Chancellor. Coaches of players are also included in this category.
- **Other Athlete** authored tweets include tweets written by athletes not considered a teammate of the retweeting athlete. For example, Los Angeles Lakers (NBA) player Kobe Bryant tweeted “Social Media reporting shouldn’t diminish the quality of content. #justsayin.” and was retweeted by Los Angeles Clippers (NBA) player Blake Griffin who is not a teammate of Bryant.
bullet List authored tweets were posted by accounts representing professional sports organizations such as the NBA, NHL, World Wrestling Entertainment, etc.
bullet Team authored tweets were written and posted by accounts representing teams of which the retweeting athlete is affiliated. For example, Golden State Warriors (NBA) player Stephen Curry retweeted tweets from the Warriors and Davidson University men’s basketball, both teams for which he has played.
bullet Different Team authored tweets were written by teams of which the retweeting athlete has no affiliation. For example, Los Angeles Angels (MLB) player Mike Trout retweeted a tweet published by an NBA team account such as the Golden State Warriors.
bullet Fan authored tweets were written by fans of the retweeting athlete or his team.
bullet Self-affiliated authored tweets were posted by accounts the retweeting athlete is directly affiliated with, often charities. For example, Boston Red Sox (MLB) player David Ortiz retweeted both the David Ortiz Fund, his personal charity, and Big Papi’s Kitchen, a restaurant he owns.
bullet Family or significant other authored tweets were written by either family members of the retweeting athlete, or significant others such as a girlfriend.
bullet Other Authored retweets include any account that does not fit into any of the above categories. For example, an account with the handle @think2win, is an anonymous user posting motivational messages and videos.

Once this step is complete, research question one can be sufficiently answered.
The retweets were also separated into one of two classifications, including social and parasocial. Tweets intended for just one person to read, in this case the retweeting athlete making it a conversation between just the two Twitter users, were classified as social retweets. For example, the energy company Total USA, sent a tweet directly to Mike Trout that read “Hey @MikeTrout, if you didn’t like the sign you could’ve just said so...@Angels, should we change the tagline to The Wall that Mike broke?”.

On the other hand, tweets meant for a larger audience, in this case all of the Twitter user's followers, were classified as parasocial. For example, the NBA Twitter account tweeted “From crossovers to game-winners, this highlight mixtape of A.I. is insane”, a tweet intended for all followers of the account. Once this step is completed, the data will be used to answer research question two.

Finally, the retweets were analyzed to see if the content of what was written related to the retweeting athlete himself. In order for the retweet to be tagged as self-related, it had to meet at least one of the following three criteria. The retweet had to mention the player either by name or by Twitter handle, have a picture of the athlete attached to the tweet, or have a video of the athlete attached to the tweet. In the case that the athlete was mentioned by his Twitter handle, but only to tag the athlete in the tweet so he would be notified, the tweet was not marked as self-related. An example is a tweet to Houston Rockets (NBA) player Dwight Howard that read “@DwightHoward. Got that new locker room music for you bro. That #Gravity album!”. While Howard’s Twitter handle was included in the tweet, the tweet was not about him. This data will be used to answer research question three.
In addition to the retweets being separated in the three ways mentioned above, they were also divided into four categories by league. After being separated into these groups, they were compared side by side to look for additional patterns. For example, do NBA athletes retweet the media more than NHL athletes, or which league’s players retweet fans most often. Once all data has been collected then all research questions can be sufficiently answered.
Results and Discussion

This section will discuss the findings and how they answer the three research questions. For review, the research questions are as follows. What type of Twitter accounts or Twitter users are professional athletes likely to retweet? Are tweets being retweeted by professional athletes primarily social or parasocial? Is the content of the tweets being retweeted by professional athletes directly related to themselves?

Each retweet was placed into one of twelve categories. The category with the most retweets was business accounts (208, 20.74%). This fact leads to the conclusion that athletes use Twitter, and specifically the retweet function, to endorse businesses. While the relationship between each athlete and business cannot be defined with the information available, it is likely the athlete is being compensated financially for endorsing the company or product. Eight of LeBron James’ twenty retweets fell into this category. He retweeted tweets authored by Nike, Beats by Dre, Blaze Pizza, and UNKNWN Miami. Seattle Seahawks (NFL) player Russell Wilson retweeted a tweet authored by Calvin Klein that included a picture of him wearing a Calvin Klein Collection tuxedo at the Grammys.

The second most popular category was media accounts (161, 16.05%). Many of these tweets were about news in the sports industry, often about the retweeting athlete or his team. These results indicate two patterns. First, athletes have a strong interest in their field of work. San Antonio Spurs (NBA) player Manu Ginobili retweeted a tweet from local reporter Mike Monroe that read, “kudos to the NBA for reducing back-to-back and four games in five nights for all teams #ExtendingCareers”. The second conclusion
is athletes are proud of their accomplishments and enjoy being noticed for them. Accomplishments are not limited to athletic achievements, but also charitable work. For example, Toronto Maple Leafs’ (NHL) player Joffrey Lupul retweeted a tweet from Sharp Magazine including a picture of Lupul at an event with Canadian troops that read, “J. Lupul knows his job can’t compare to the Canadian troops”.

The third highest category, just behind media accounts, was fan accounts (152, 15.15%). These tweets revealed athletes are appreciative of their fans and enjoy interacting with them. Often times the athletes are retweeting the fans as the result of a request. A fan of Washington Capitals (NHL) player Alex Ovechkin tweeted, “@ovi8 Alex can I get a retweet for this awesome drawing of you?”, a request which Ovechkin granted.

Next, team accounts finished with the fourth highest amount of retweets (94, 9.37%). Some of these tweets were interesting facts about the team like the Toronto Blue Jays (MLB) tweeting “It was 40 years ago when our history began as the American League voted to expand to Toronto. #OurMoment”. Others were promotional tweets the athletes could have been asked to retweet such as the Angels (MLB) tweeting, “Don’t miss Cubs vs. Halos action! Limited tix for #OpeningDay remain, tix for 4/5 available”, which was retweeted by Mike Trout. Other team account tweets included game results.

Self-affiliated accounts and other athlete accounts finished with the same results (75, 7.48%). However, when other athlete accounts are paired with teammate accounts (63, 6.28%), the total jumps to 13.76% which is higher than all categories besides business, media, and fans. Athletes use Twitter to communicate with other athletes in a
variety of ways. One of the most common patterns among the retweets used in this study showed athletes use Twitter to show respect to others and their accomplishments. For example, US soccer player Abby Wambach tweeted “And congrats @hopesolo for most wins for a goalkeeper in uswnt history!! #134 #shutouttoo”, which was then retweeted by the NBA’s Kobe Bryant. Both Wambach and Bryant used Twitter to show respect to US soccer goalie Hope Solo, Bryant using the retweet function. Athletes also use Twitter to show camaraderie to other athletes. Retired NFL star Tony Gonzales tweeted, “Hanging with @RobGronkowski. One of the greatest already. Imagine if we played together?”, a tweet retweeted by New England Patriots (NFL) player Rob Gronkowski.

Self-affiliated accounts were almost exclusively retweeted to promote or report on events held by charities or businesses owned by the retweeting athlete. Of New York Rangers (NHL) goalie Henrik Lundqvist’s twenty retweets, eight of them were authored by the Henrik Lundqvist Foundation, his foundation to create positive change in the lives of children and adults through education and health services. Of these eight tweets, four were to promote an upcoming event, two were to report on past events, and two were to promote the foundation in general.

The five categories with the lowest amount of retweets include celebrity accounts (62, 6.18%), league accounts (40, 3.99%), family or significant other accounts (26, 2.59%), miscellaneous accounts (26, 2.59%), and different team accounts (20, 1.99%). Retweets from celebrity accounts included a wide range of communication purposes. Some tweets were social interactions between two users like when Snoop Dogg
tweeted to Toronto Blue Jays (M player Jose Bautista, “Thank u @joeybats19”. Some tweets were statements made by the celebrity the athlete agreed with such as Justin Beiber’s tweet, “#BellLetsTalk”. The BellLetsTalks hashtag is used to raise awareness on mental illness in Canada. Edmonton Oilers player Taylor Hall retweeted Beiber’s tweet to show he agrees with this cause. League account tweets that were retweeted were mostly promoting players, teams or the league itself such as the NBATV account tweeting, “We receive insight into @realtuffjuice's inspirational past and more on Beyond The Paint.” to promote NBA player Caron Butler’s book. Family or significant other retweets were often social interactions between the athlete and his family or significant other as well as pictures of family members. For example, Manu Ginobili retweeted a picture of his family tweeted by his wife.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Original Tweet Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celebrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athlete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>League</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teammate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next, the retweets were separated into two categories, social and parasocial. A staggering 919 or 91.63% of the original tweets were parasocial. This data reflects the
primary purpose of retweets as a whole. When a Twitter user retweets a tweet, it is sent
to all followers. Because there is one “performer” and many “spectators”, it tends to lean
parasocial, rather than social. Because each tweet is shown in every follower of the
author’s timeline, the user composing the tweet usually has this larger audience in mind.
For social interactions meant for a smaller amount of people, retweeting likely is not the
best function to use. If someone wants to engage in a social interaction after reading a
tweet, he or she would be better served by using the reply function in lieu of the retweet
function. Therefore, most retweets will consist of tweets where the original purpose was
of a parasocial nature. One exception to this thinking that accounts for many of the
social retweets in this study is fans requesting that athletes retweet their tweet such as
Minnesota Vikings (NFL) player Adrian Peterson retweeting a fan named Todd Peterson
who said, “@AdrianPeterson would you mind re tweeting my daughters story?”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catagory</th>
<th>Social</th>
<th>Parasocial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NBA Totals (out of 260)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBA %</td>
<td>2.31%</td>
<td>97.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFL Totals (out of 260)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFL %</td>
<td>7.69%</td>
<td>92.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLB Totals (out of 240)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLB %</td>
<td>14.17%</td>
<td>85.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHL Totals (out of 242)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHL %</td>
<td>9.47%</td>
<td>90.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 sport total (out of 1003)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total %</td>
<td>8.28%</td>
<td>91.63%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the 1,003 retweets, 620 or 61.81% were self-related. In other words 61.81% of
tweets retweeted by professional athletes either mention them or include a picture or
video of them. One example of a self-related retweet is New York Knicks (NBA) player Carmelo Anthony retweeting USA Basketball’s release of the olympic finalist roster that included himself. Another example is NFL quarterback Robert Griffin III retweeting his college coach Art Briles who said, “RG3 in the house - 2011 Heisman, 2012 NFC East Champs and Rookie of the Year #Legendary #BaylorFootballBeAChampion”. Major League Baseball player Nick Swisher retweeted People Magazine’s “babies” account that tweeted, “EXCLUSIVE: Second daughter on the way for @NickSwisher and @JoAnnaLGarcia!”. One last example is Tampa Bay Lightning player Steven Stamkos retweeting the NHL Players Association which said, “@RealStamkos91 posing for a selfie with a fan #HockeyvilleUSA”.

These results suggest athletes use the retweet function to promote themselves or better their image. The tweets did not include negative information about the athletes, only tweets placing them in a good light. Of Cincinnati Reds (MLB) player Brandon Phillip’s 20 retweets, 16 were tweets from fans. Of those 16 tweets, 15 included a picture of him with the fan who composed the tweet. This practice was an effective way for him to grow in popularity. One of these tweets said, “My mom just sent me this (picture) and told me I'm no longer her favorite player smh @DatDudeBP”. The self-related tweets also showed their unique athletic abilities and many of the videos attached to the tweets were highlights of the players completing spectacular plays.
Finally the data was split into four categories by league. Several things stood out when comparing the data across the different leagues. First, Major League Baseball players retweeted social tweets 14.17% of the time which is 4.7% more than the second closest, the NHL. On the other hand, social tweets only made up 2.31% of the NBA players retweets, 5.38% lower than the next closest, the NFL. One possible explanation for this trend is fan engagement. The MLB also had the highest amount of fan retweets by a large margin, 8.75%. However this statistic does not not explain the NBA’s low social numbers. The NBA finished only .07% behind the NFL and 6.1% ahead of the NHL. Another explanation could be the time of year the majority of the tweets were published. NBA players are in season during the months of January and April when the majority of the tweets used were posted. Baseball players on the other hand are in the offseason or spring training. More time and less focus on work could mean more time for social activity on Twitter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Self-related</th>
<th>Photo</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Video</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NBA Totals (out of 260)</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBA %</td>
<td>70.00%</td>
<td>35.77%</td>
<td>63.08%</td>
<td>8.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFL Totals (out of 260)</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFL %</td>
<td>58.85%</td>
<td>26.54%</td>
<td>55.38%</td>
<td>6.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLB Totals (out of 240)</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLB %</td>
<td>70.00%</td>
<td>40.83%</td>
<td>61.25%</td>
<td>10.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHL Totals (out of 242)</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHL %</td>
<td>48.15%</td>
<td>24.69%</td>
<td>42.39%</td>
<td>3.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 sport total (out of 1003)</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total %</td>
<td>61.81%</td>
<td>31.90%</td>
<td>55.63%</td>
<td>7.48%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The NHL was the only league to come in under 50% and self-related tweets at just 48.15% which is 10.7% less than the NFL and 21.85% less than the MLB and NBA. One explanation for this trend is that NHL players are not mentioned as much on social media as the other three leagues. According to the 2015 Harris Poll for America’s favorite sport, ice hockey finished sixth with only 6% of the vote (Harris, 2015). If this thinking correlates with Twitter, then the hockey players likely will not have as much content about themselves to retweet. However, according to the same poll, football is the number one most popular sport, but the football athletes came in behind both basketball and baseball in self-related tweets. One explanation could be that the NFL is not in season, therefore they may also not have as much self-related content to retweet.

All three research questions in this study had one similar connection. This connection is that professional athletes are using their Twitter influence for business reasons, or to strengthen some type of a personal agenda. Reasons include but are not limited to monetary gain, image construction or repair, and fan relations. The two most retweeted account types in the study were business and media accounts. Retweets were most often directed to large parasocial audiences rather than small social audiences. Finally, the retweets were more often about the retweeting athlete himself than anything else. An example of a tweet that accomplishes this was originally tweeted by the Associated Press that reads “LeBron @KingJames donates uniforms to Toronto-area school teams”. LeBron James then retweeted the content. This tweet, authored by a media member, intentionally or not, was beneficial to James’ image. Had it not been, it is likely that it never would have been retweeted by him.
This study also sheds light on the changing dynamic of parasocial relationships. As social media platforms are giving the audience a stronger voice and a greater opportunity to connect individually with celebrity figures, the incentives to participate in parasocial relationships are strengthened. This trend can be beneficial to both the celebrity whose brand will be strengthened as well as the audience member who will have better access to the celebrity.
Limitations

One limitation to this study was the timing of the tweets. Many of the tweets were published between January and April. Since athlete’s lifestyles change dramatically from season to season, their tweeting habits do as well. For example, NBA players during this period of time are finishing their regular season and their tweets will reflect that fact. If the sample was gathered from the months of July to September the results may change quite a bit.

A second limitation is that each athlete retweets at a different frequency. The most extreme example was Pittsburgh Penguins (NHL) player Evangi Malkin whose retweets stretched from February of 2016 clear back to April of 2012. While this timeline does provide a more comprehensive sample of his retweets, the study does not account for change in habits of Twitter users over that time. Many functions or practices of Twitter have been introduced or gone extinct in the past four years. For example, when retweeting was initially installed as a function, the tweet was simply copied and pasted into the timelines of the secondary user’s followers with the letters RT at the beginning. Today, the original tweet with the original authors username and profile picture are added into the timeline of the secondary user’s followers with small text added identifying the retweeting user. A change like this could motivate a user to retweet more or less than they were before.

Third, twenty retweets is only a small sample of many of these athletes complete history. Some athletes have been on Twitter for more than five years and retweet at a high frequency.
Finally, the last limitation is that only the most popular athletes on Twitter were used in this study. Not only do these athletes have different habits, lifestyles, and incomes than the less popular players, but they also only account for less than two percent of the whole population.
**Future Research**

One question raised in this study was if the time of year affected the content being retweeted by the athletes. A future study could categorize retweets into three separate categories including season, postseason, and offseason. If the results line up more closely from league to league, it could be concluded that the season is a more predictable variable than the league or the athlete.

The parameters of this study could be applied to other celebrity groups that use Twitter with large audiences such as actors and actress, musicians, etc. Twitter is a great platform to study parasocial relationships. Future studies could look deeper into the implications of these relationships between celebrity and audience as well the effect that the relationships have on both parties.
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Appendix A: Retweet Sample

@BleacherReport Rich Paul is building a squad at Klutch Sports Group.
@uninterrupted @BenSimmons25 announces on UNINTERRUPTED that he has signed with Klutch Sports Group.
@unknwnMiami .@KingJames wears his UNKNWN 6-panel hat in the post game interview after his 19th #tripledouble with 30+ points
@BlazePizza When your hat game is as hot as your jump shot. @KingJames is looking good in his post-game #BlazePizza swag.
@nikebasketball Greatness runs in the family.
@uninterrupted VIDEO: @KingJames recognizes the greatness that is @KendrickLamar. Download @go90 for more: http://bit.ly/go90now
@kendricklamar untitled unmastered. http://smarturl.it/untitledunmastered …
@carmeloanthony Brotherhood. #TBT
@oecdardon LeBron James, Little Tikes partner to make hoops for children http://bit.ly/1Pq6b
@AP_Sports LeBron @KingJames donates uniforms to Toronto-area school teams http://apne.ws/1TVomrg @twithersAP #NBA
@twithersAP LeBron donates uniforms to Toronto-area school teams (from @AP) http://bigstory.ap.org/urn:publicid:ap.org:5968810ac261441ea9e44f55ba79ef3a …
@beatsbydre The 6God & The King.
@beatsbydre Night one. And we’re just getting started. Catch all the action on the BeatsByDre snap.
@Kristenledlow LBJ XIII #Ledlow #KOTD https://instagram.com/p/BBq4dlrrr1YX/
@shelleylaskin Thank you! @LJFamFoundation Our @tdsb students sure do appreciate your act of kindness and support...
@LJFamFoundation .@KingJames knows how to kick things off! 23 #Toronto teams now have new @Nike uniforms #23Acts #AllStar16 #IPROMISE
@nikebasketball Dominate an era. Inspire a generation. #KOBE11
@beatsbydre Always do you. @CameronNewton Watch Cam’s Prayer: My way featuring @1Future #FlyShitOnly #EVOL
@nikestore Engineered warmth. Body-mapped knit. Shop the @nikesportswear Tech Knit Collection http://swoo.sh/1K0zbGt #techpack
@FOX61News Free pizza Friday for grand opening of (@KingJames) Lebron James-backed #UConn restaurant @BlazePizza http://via.fox61.com/mijMN
@AmFamJack Big thx to @KDTrey5 for spending time w/me on the #CEOPodcast. A gr8 BBall player. A gr8 person. Take a listen. http://ow.ly/ZcDiA
@PlayersTribune We’re going to be behind the scenes at @KDTrey5’s The Spot, a night benefiting the KDCF on 3/20. Grab tickets: http://kevin Durant.com/thespot/ @amfam Thanks @KDTrey5 for supporting the dreams of the youth basketball players from #Waunakee, WI. #DreamFearlessly
@pldgit Congrats to @KDTrey5 fans on raising $14,234 for Kevin Durant Charity Foundation during Feb: https://pledgeit.org/kevindurant
@PlayersTribune Our sideline photographer @KDTrey5 filed these photos from #SB50. http://playerstribune/KDSB50
@PlayersTribune Last night, @KDTrey5 was shooting the lights out of Oracle. Tonight, he's shooting #SB50 for the Players' Tribune.
@AmFamNews The Players' Tribune announces @AmFam as first-ever corporate partner http://bit.ly/1QGii4O
@NBATV We receive insight into @realtuffjuice's inspirational past and more on Beyond The Paint.
@NeffHeadwear @forbes explains how @neffwear undies are helping @kdtrey5 become the @nba's most valuable brand: http://onforb.es/1mKXZHk
@SLAMonline @KDTrey5 has partnered with @PaniniAmerica to become their Global NBA Spokesman: http://slam.ly/2ktqeC
@marceloclaure Fastest LTE Plus Network. 50% off Verizon ATT & TMo rate plans. There's never been a better time to join Sprint!
@PlayersTribune Usually in front of the camera, @KDTrey5 steps behind it in his debut post. http://playerstribune/inthemoment
@Neffwear 1st 35 people to buy Neffwear @footlocker, post a pic & tag #LIVETOPLAY win a signed box of Neffwear from @kdtrey5!
@sonicdrivein Remember the deal, @KDTrey5. Win = #WINgs. Lose = No Wings. #WelcomeBackKD
@Neffwear Hyped to share the first teaser for the Neff Wear film dropping soon #LIVETOPLAY https://youtu.be/j6JYz69eRww
@okcthunder View from above: Kevin Durant's new court he built in OKC and unveiled today. #BuildItAndTheyWillBall
@okcthunder Kevin Durant unveils his foundation's first USA community court, at N. Highland Elem in OKC. #BuildItAndTheyWillBall
@OKCPS @KDTrey5 assists with the first dunk on the new court at N. Highland Elementary.
@TIDALHiFi TIDAL X: 1020 Amplified by @HTC, A TRIBUTE TO FANS & A CALL TO ACTION AT BARCLAYS CENTER ON TUES, OCT. 20 #TIDALX1020
@AmFamJack One week ago we launched our new ad campaign w/KD & JJ. Well done guys!
@baxterholmes Kobe removed Gatorade from presser table: "That's only good for celebrations nowadays. Nobody drinks that stuff." He invests in Body Armor.
@robertglasper Not many get this opportunity. Feeling the vibe of this joint.
@KobeBryant @nike #BringYourGame Listen here: http://gonike.me/BeCourageous
@SBnation Thabo Sefolosha found not guilty on 3 charges following NYPD incident that broke his ankle.
@NBA "I view him like a brother & always will." - @KobeBryant on @realtuffjuice. Caron Butler's #TuffJuice, out tomorrow!
@NBA Once-in-a-lifetime player' @LisaLeslie charts path for others (via @Powell2daPeople) http://on.nba.com/1LiaKOR
@realtuffjuice #TBT A1 since day 1 @kobebryant
@SHAQ Glad me and @kobebryant got to talk it out. Stay tuned to @podcastone and @shaqfuradio to hear the chat #best1-2 Eva
@taylorswift13 Tonight @kobebryant surprised me with a banner in @STAPLESCenter for the most sold out shows. You did that. Love you
@nikebasketball Building a legacy one city at a time. @KobeBryant's tour continues in Taiwan. #ALLFORTHEGAME
@Alibabagroup Kobe Bryant said he has pleasant collaboration with #Alibaba and both share similar visions of inspiring the youth.
@nikesoccer Don't idolize the best. Learn from them. @kobebryant surprises players at the Nike National Training Camp. #NoMaybes
@FCBarcelona @kobebryant watching #FCBarcelona training session in Los Angeles #tourFCB
@EmilyRogawski We don't quit, we don't cower, we don't run... New tattoo in honor of my muse @kobebryant
@rogerfederer Hey @kobebryant, you're already an emoji natural: Ko Bry
@ussoccer_wnt The #USWNT lineup for #USAvGER! Kickoff just minutes away! #Believe
@AbbyWambach And congrats @hopesolo for most wins for a goalkeeper in uswnt history!! #134 #shutouttoo
@Zendaya have u watched this yet? I'm so proud to be a part of this project! #ImmigrantHeritageMonth https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAERsh8e7IU .... RT
@ussoccer_wnt FINAL: #USA 3, #AUS 1 - #USWNT get all 3 pts w/goals from @mpinoe (2) & @ChristenPress. Top of Group D after 1 game!
@drinkBODYARMOR Sports have evolved. Finally, so has the sports drink. #ThisIsNOW Watch: http://
@Adweek YouTube crowns its ad of the decade. http://adweek.it/1Gk4l9c
@smsaudio Join Carmelo Anthony for a signing Thursday 2:30-3:30 @SportChek Maple Leaf Square - Toronto #ActiveAudio #SMSAudio
@PRFootBallClub Registration for tryouts in FL & CA is open. Click the link for more information: http://sprts.is/PRFCTryoutReg #WeArePRFC
@jumpman23 Apples to oranges. The Jordan Melo #M12
@kporzee Great team W! S/O to big bro @carmeloanthony for passing L.Bird on the all time scoring list and also great game by @rolopez42 @DWXXIII!
@TeamMe7o We're giving a signed Carmelo Anthony photo to one person who RTs this. Let's get @carmeloanthony to the 6 #NBAVote
@usabasketball Check out U.S. Olympic Men's Basketball Finalists Roster - http://bit.ly/MOlyFinalistsRoster … #USABMNT
@JLNCLRS Carmelo Anthony Kristaps Porzingis #NBAVote
@papashooter #NBAVOTE Carmelo Anthony RT #sendtheknickstothesix RT ONE DAY LEFT!! Vote!! At #NbaVote
@BigGlo12 Carmelo Anthony #NBAVote
@TeamMe7o Carmelo Anthony with the block and trey #NBAVote
@TeamMe7o That Carmelo Anthony drive and jam #NBAVote
@jalenfultz15 #NBAVote @carmeloanthony
@jameellyahiaa @carmeloanthony #nbaVOTE #carmeloanthony
@kishenybarot @carmeloanthony all day #nbavote
@explicitmemory #NewYorkValues when Carmelo Anthony is in the lineup. #NBAVote
@VICESports "I guess they'd say all the good things come from the streets." - Carmelo Anthony #NBAVote #StayMelo
@RiveraSmith203 @carmeloanthony #NBAVote #carmeloanthony
@genealogypunk @CarmeloAnthony Still Representing #Baltimore #MyHometown #NBAVote #BuiltForMore Thanks!!
@darweezy15 @carmeloanthony #NBAVote #sendtheknickstothesix the king of New York !!!
@KNICKShomie #NBAvote @carmeloanthony #Knicks
@memorialhermann Kids @ our children's hospital get #GoogleCardboard tour &
@DwightHoward surprise! #MH360 https://youtu.be/UpGIsatH1O4
@memorialhermann Join @DwightHoward on an exclusive 360° tour of the
@HoustonRockets new locker room! https://youtu.be/54NFfToTsrQ #MH360
@epixpress Watch clips from the @Epixhd doc Dwight Howard #InTheMoment:
http://www.slamonline.com/online/media/slam-tv/2014/11/watch-clips-dwight-howard-documentary-videos/#_VGTN8ezdpkU_twitter ...
@HoustonRockets Watch Harden & Howard discuss the drive for a championship in the extended #Pursuit video: http://www.nba.com/rockets/pursuit-0 ...
@beast_status25 Man @DwightHoward was killing it lol
@deandrejordan6 BIG MEN to the rescue! Check out @DwightHoward
@boogiecousins & others as we save Earth from destruction! http://on.fb.me/LTEDNp
@audayecious @DwightHoward if you RT this I'll scream in the class I'm currently in
@sip03 Go watch @DwightHoward & @SiP03 do the Nae Nae!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uuJWFjlt-OA&feature=youtube_gdata_player ...
"yuhhh!
@wearetoonz Dwight Howard WeAreToonz "Drop That Nae Nae":
http://youtu.be/uuJWFjlt-OA?a via @YouTube
@kendra_kutora "@WeAreToonz: Dwight Howard WeAreToonz "Drop That Nae Nae":
http://youtu.be/uuJWFjlt-OA?a via @YouTube" @DwightHoward is so funny roflmao...
@chandlerparsons Great time with @TheAshleySky shooting our campaign for
@BuffaloJeans. Follow @BuffaloJeans to see more!
@landomenick245 @DwightHoward rt this she was an amazing athlete and deserves
ESPN recognition! And u could help us! @DwightHoward
@lakeshowqueen Hope this makes you laugh @DwightHoward lol RT @cdot04:
Another dead body. #NT @LakeShOwQueen
@itsnotss Here is the video that @DwightHoward wanted to see. #RETWEET
http://yfrog.us/n5ws4jzrtebhghcczyuszzzyy ...
@lakeropinion You're the best center in the NBA, but tell me this didn't make you laugh
lol @dwhighthoward
@Lakers Kobe leads all Western Conf. players in the 1st @NBAAllStar voting returns.
@DwightHoward is 2nd in the front court:
@NBA Help the @RedCross respond to those affected by Hurricane Sandy.
http://Redcross.org or text "REDCROSS" to 90999 to make a donation.
@MagicJohnson Great seeing all the @Lakers @TWCSportsNet launch yesterday. Welcome to LA @DwightHoward! http://say.ly/iGL4iaa
@SteveNash One voice video with @DwightHoward ....strange hair day for the kid but what's new? http://www.
@lecrae @DwightHoward. Got that new locker room music for you bro. That #Gravity album! Get here http://itunes.apple.com/us/album/gravity/id548968787 …
@think2win A powerful and moving message for every athlete.......you think you are determined, watch this.
@youngwhiteside (100 emoji and link to article about DPOY)
@Ajacobs10 Can’t wait to see what Mark French has in store for us next http://onforb.es/1q6LbNK  @Forbes #RisingEntrepreneur
@sedanoESPN You mean the guy who scored 8 straight to even send it into OT? Wow. This almost as dumb as the last tweet
@Lakers Thanks for the battles @DwyaneWade #KB20
@JasonLieser Interesting Q&A with #Heat's Hassan Whiteside on his crazy comeback & what this free agent money means to him: http://heatzone.blog.palmbeachpost.com/2016/03/29/qa-hassan-whiteside-says-he-train ed-like-rocky/ …
@HarvardHBS Hear first-hand what is was like for @DwyaneWade to experience #lifeatHBS in @AnitaElberse's court—the classroom.
@WadesworldsFDN Our #LiveToDream Miami youth enjoyed interviewing @icecube today! @barbershopmovie #WadesWorldFoundation
@BleacherReport VIDEO: Dwyane Wade turns up with Vanilla Ice at Heat family event http://ble.ac/1pDAbHn
@NBAdotcom #InsideStuff gives you an all-access look at @DwyaneWade's lecture at Harvard
@Danyjoshuva Luckiest kid on earth. If you have an extra pair I'll take them off your hands. @DwyaneWade
@Jason_Wang28 They're waiting for your shoes! My hero Wade! @DwyaneWade
@carmeloanthony Paying homage to one of the best to play the game. https://youtu.be/3r6FHESi31o
@ronlbrownii .@DwyaneWade & his sons give back to the Toronto community as part of @NBAAllStar Day of Service! #NBACares
@Team_H3at @DwyaneWade 10!! These are fire @dnpsneakz These just arrived!!! @dwyanewade WoW 4 "All-Star" #91/100 I want to say thank you… https://www.instagram.com/p/BB6Nvu0mScv/
@Dame_Lillard #TheySleep or nah? http://bit.ly/1omtbxu
@LisJoseph Another fave All-Star Weekend moment...The Blueprint Power Hour hosted by @dwyanehad. An… https://www.instagram.com/p/BB5MIZqlcYS/
@AnthonyAnderson had I not been wearing my WoW4’s I would not have scored at all at the #nbaallstarcelebritygame… https://www.instagram.com/p/BB3RtwCDvkY/
@ByTimReynolds Reposting for the late-morning audience: A private dinner among Kobe’s All-Star highlights http://apne.ws/1QDaKLQ
@SpikeLSB Coming later this season: so much drama in the LSB when @SnoopDogg goes 1-on-1 with @NBA All-Star @CP3!
@DisneyXD Solid advice from @CP3. #Becoming Chris Paul airs this Friday at 11a!
@realmartymar @JCrossover @CP3 nice hangin with the ballers for a few.
@DudePerfect Our new video ft. @AaronRodgers12 & @CP3 is LIVE!! Watch them
duke it out for their charities thanks to @StateFarm:
@RightToPlayUSA Join Chris Paul @CP3 to support Girls Empowerment! Donate to
our Holiday Challenge at http://bit.ly/LetThereBePlay
@WakeForest Happy #ChrisPDay, Deacs! Free doughnuts & tshirts for sale on the Mag
Quad via @WFUTradCo! @CP3 #GoDeacs
@WFUTradCo ChrisP day is here! Come celebrate @CP3 and @DemonDeacons with
a free donut!
@WFUAlumni #ChrisPDay has begun on the Mag Quad to honor our friend @CP3!
Come on by for a free @krispykreme donut!
@CP3Cares Check out @NBATV's 'Inside Stuff' coverage of #CP3Serves
ation.nba/ 
@jumpman23 Faster than lightning. Play as @CP3 and defeat every obstacle.
http://Jordan.com/StrikingControl
@jumpman23 Director's cut. The #CP3IX 'Yellow Dragon'
@Complex_Sports ICYMI: @CP3 gonna @CP3.
@NBAEscape What happened to Chris Paul @CP3? Is the #Clippers season in
jeopardy? Wow. #SaveTheNBA
@CP3Cares Happy to announce that @sagesteele, hostess of @NBA countdown on
@espn, will be with us this Sunday! #CP3Serves
@CP3Cares Our friend @KevinFrazier from @etnow will be back this year to help us
raise money for a good cause! #CP3Serves
@GMA @CP3 @kerrywashington @ShondalandTV PREACH! About time they're all
back!
@ClipperCP3Fans Check it out Chris! @CP3
@ConnorPrintz @CP3 made the picture out of words!!
@sociiety @CP3 @ArtMobb check mine out Chris!! It'll mean a lot
@Mund0basketball @CP3 what do you think about this one? We made it 39 weeks ago
and was .... http://tmi.me/1f8LEf
@NBAcom From crossovers to game-winners, this highlight mixtape of A.I. is insane
@Mospeights16 RT @festus: Good win! Great game by my shooter @Mospeights16.
Came ready for em tonight #MoBuckets!!!
@michaelphelps My @underarmour commercial drops tomorrow. The emotional
reaction from @MissNicoleJ & me the first time we saw it.
https://youtu.be/BQQTxRS7Pfk
@Money23Green Good win tonight!! That man @andrewbogut dominated that second
half!!!!
@Flotus As members of @TeamFNV — @StephenCurry30, @AyeshaCurry & the First
Lady go…BANANAS!
@mranthonymorrow Still ride or die for the home team @panthers @stephencurry30
@ayeshacurry Cooking today at the #michaelminatalgate for #SB50 !!! Everyone is
loving my Caroline inspire
@teamslyce #teamslyce x Rolling Stones
@Panthers See you in Santa Clara! #PantherNation #KeepPounding
@NFL #KeepPounding
@warriors Great to have you back on the sidelines, Coach Kerr! #DubNation
@DavidsonMBB #CatsWin! Davidson downs UMass, 86-74. Gibbs paces the offense with a career-high 43 points #catsarewild
@UABasketball For the crew. The #CurryOne 'Friends & Family" is out now:
@Mynamesbizzle One last #Selfie for 2015 with the homie
@StephenCurry30....HAPPY NEW YEAR!!! https://www.i
@CBSEveningNews ThanksUSA is responsible for raising scholarship money for service members families: girls:http://www.
@KidsFootLocker Like @StephenCurry30 says, "There's no substitute for hard work!"
@ayeshacurry Tune into @CookingChannel at 6:30pm tonight to see a glimpse of our kitchen!!! I'm cooking up Spanish rubbed chicken with parsley mint sauce
@Roaringriot There's a maroon landslide in BoA right now #hitheroadd
@debrooks_xxiv Salute to the homie for the Dub #WildcatNation #TCC #catsarewild
@UABasketball The fastest, most accurate marksman in the game. The #CurryTwo 'Long Shot' launches 11.25.
@TheTruthEYBL Let your passion fuel you. #MotivationMonday
@TheTruthEYBL The Truth's 'Winning Behaviors'
@LAClippers We're here at 109th Street Elementary School giving back w/
@CityYearLA #ClippersForKids
@realrun Truth Elite Toy give away Rodgers Park @crowezone5 @paulpierce34
@PlayersTribune Happy #WorldEmojiDay to our contributors @paulpierce34, @kevinlove, @DangeRussWilson, @Julius_Thomas and Derek Jeter.
@PlayersTribune Next week, we'll be on the ground at the @ESPYS with our Founding Publisher, Derek Jeter. Follow #TPTxESPYS for more.
@PlayersTribune @paulpierce34 has informed The Players' Tribune that he is opting out of his contract to be a free agent.
@DrewGooden Who would have ever thought @paulpierce34 we'd be future teammates in the NBA? I was 16 in this pic
@PlayersTribune "I'm retiring." Steve Nash announces the end of his storied @nba career. http://
@PlayersTribune Firefighters are all-stars. Support them this St. Patrick's by picking up a limited-edition t-shirt from @GuinnessUS.
@PlayersTribune @paulpierce34 remembers his favorite game-winner. ( Spoiler: @SpikeLee didn't care for it.) http://bit.ly/18JZtv4
@PlayersTribune Tonight: @AntonioBrown84 joins @iamBenLyons for the premiere Players' Tribune show on @MadDogRadio/@SIRIUSXM. Tune in at 7pm ET, channel 85!
@NBATV Can't stop Kemba- @KembaWalker scores 27 as the @hornets beat the Bucks, 108-101
@Moving_2_Fast @paulpierce34 came through and gave gifts to the kids of Boys and Girls Club of Greater Washington… http://instagram.com/p/w7AVvxP2LU/
@crowezone5 The Gift of Giving Toy Give Away Event in #Inglewood was special thanks to @paulpierce34 The Truth Foundation!!
@NastyNas_AD When you and your homie Tryna get at the same girl and you win.
@paulpierce34 @MGortat
@JasonTerry31 @RealJasonKidd @Lady_Jets @Jasi031 @LayLay3131
@paulpierce34 KG @Reebok @Therealkiss @SacramentoKings
http://youtu.be/MWFnU38szq4
@TimBontemps Still not caring about free agency ... RT @paulpierce34 Just won a huge pot 160 and counting
@Legendary #GODZILLA gets the @mikerelm treatment: http://youtu.be/cPsQECtLz31o
@TigerWoods Want to join me & @OneRepublic in Vegas for Tiger Jam? Head over to http://Jumbow.com to enter. Every dollar helps my foundation.
@OUMBBall Retweet if it feels good, #SoonerNation
@Gabeikard Unsportsmanlike conduct for clapping?! What a joke.
@gameshapeinc Early morning recovery work. @blakegriffin32 #gameshape #hypersphere #hypericeusa #vyper
@Crawford_AWB The slightest of D's good oop pops @JCrossover
@KobeBryant Social Media reporting shouldn't diminish the quality of content #justsayin
@Zendaya have u watched this yet? I'm so proud to be a part of this project! #ImmigrantHeritageMonth
@jumpman23 @blakegriffin32 Jump, fam.
@crossover Huge win.
@PlayersTribune We're doing a live Twitter Q&A with @blakegriffin32 in 10 minutes. Tweet your questions with #AskBlake. Fire away!
@hallzie_is_dead @Blakegriffin32
@redbullLAX Caption this pic on our Insta & you may win tix from @blakegriffin32!
@spencerrawes00 @blakegriffin32 has a message for you Husky fans. #GoDawgs #GoClips http://instagram.com/p/w3CMfmAsd/
@jcyrusmusic Be sure to give our Doritos commercial a 5 star rating today! Please. https://crashthesuperbowl.doritos.com/gallery/submission/3833 ...
@joeingles7 Denzel did it again.. Great movie. Must take hat, sweater, scarf & goggles next time to that theatre. Thanks @blakegriffin32
@Crongavilla @blakegriffin32 After 10+ stores.... I finally have it! #ThisDeservesaRT #Please
@MirandaLeighMV Can't take my eyes off the October edition of GQ with @blakegriffin32
@11emilybrown35 After 5 times of trying, I finally got it @blakegriffin32
@gigieazy @blakegriffin32 my life is complete
@eeniebabyy I'm Foreal. The love is real y'all. @blakegriffin32
@livigriff 6 stores later and I finally find you! #ourfirstpic @blakegriffin32
@adidas Creators never follow. Be who you are and create your own game.
@drinkbodyarmor It's a Movement: Proud to announce @DrinkBODYARMOR the Official Sports Drink of the @HoustonRockets. cc: @JHarden13
@adidas hoops The wait is over. Welcome to the family, @JHarden13. #teamadidas
@darrenrovell Time to stop with the James Harden is still wearing Nikes narrative. He's being paid by Nike thru 9/30. He HAS to wear them until then.
@irv_roland #facts @BBROWNLAU Travis Scott album banggggg!!!
@footlocker The #Nike HyperChase James Harden PE is hitting select stores. More details here. > http://bddy.me/1JQI5BF
@skullcandy Ready for the big game? @JHarden13 has been preppin' all weekend with his Chops In-Ear buds. #PushPlay #BAAAllStarNYC
@drinkbodyarmor Congrats 2 #ASG starter @JHarden13! RT & enter 4 a chance 2 win a signed jersey & year's supply of @DrinkBODYARMOR!
@neweracap .@JHarden13 has arrived at @footlocker on 34th in NYC to show off his new line of New Era caps.
@NYSE What do we have up our sleeve at the NYSE today? Maybe @KDTrey5 & @JHarden13 know something about this...
@drinkbodyarmor For @JHarden13's season opener we're giving away a signed Harden ball & yr supply of #BODYARMOR. RT 4 a chance 2 win!
@footlocker #HorseWithHarden is going down TONIGHT! Get your final submissions in today! RULES: http://bit.ly/1nA2mVo @JHarden13
@espn During a #ThisisSC shoot, @JHarden13 learned the Carlton Dance from Carlton himself: @alfonso_ribeiro.
@lindacohn Up next on @SportsCenter @JHarden13 on @ESPN #rockets
@neweracap Launching in 2014: New Era Cap x @JHarden13. #Custom #NBA
@footlocker Congrats to @JHarden13 on making First Team All-NBA! #TeamApproved
@skullcandy NEW #HESH just hit the site! @JHarden13 approved □ http://bit.ly/1o0z7br
@drinkbodyarmor All-star @JHarden13 stops by the @DrewLeague with #Upgraded hydration and nutrition in hand #MixedBerry
@drinkbodyarmor Even L.A. baseball phenom @YasielPuig has #Upgraded to BODYARMOR... #UpgradeYourSportsDrink
@drinkbodyarmor @RealBillWorrell @DrinkBODYARMOR does bodyarmor taste good? #AskHarden" the best, it's light. supernatural hydration during or after a game
@PeterKrasno Homoeopathy officially doesn't work
@spurs LAST day to vote & we have the day off!? Let's do this, #SpursNation
@lozano_manuel Buscamos voluntarios que vivan en BAHIA BLANCA para armar equipo de voluntarios de @sifundacion allí. info@fundacionsi.org.ar
@ManyOrono Feliz día a mis soles!!!!!
@HambreCero #PersonasInundadas reciben ayuda en Racing, Lanús, River, Boca y ne l Colegio La Salle de Florida #NoEstanSolos
@Monroe_SA Kudos to NBA for reducing back-to-back and four games in five nights for all teams #ExtendingCareers
@cabboficial Les presentamos un programa q hará furor: "A la cama con Facu”. 1er entrevistado @nicolapro7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wkCsUBvf_QI&feature=youtu.be ...
@FDMolinari 27 años compartiendo la pasión por el deporte! Este abrazo, para mí, valió más que una medalla!…
@nieltlyson A big ass-teroid (500 meters) buzz-cuts Earth, Monday, 11:19am ET. But at 3-times the Earth-Moon distance, no need to duck.
@spurs Tune in to @NBATV today at 1:00 p.m. CT to watch the Spurs take on @alberlin as part of the #NBAGlobalGames
@rodriguezefe Quique Nocent, junto a León y ORO en la Biblioteca Rivadavia. Principal defensor de la Liga en Bahía Visionario. QEPD
@garbulsky Adrián Paenza acaba de ganar el Premio Leelavati por la divulgación de la matemática, el más prestigioso el mundo!!!
@cabezadelfino Que lindo fue reencontramos! Cuantas historias... Que equipo! #GeneracionDorada
@UNICEFArgentina Llamado por la liberación inmediata de las niñas secuestradas en #Nigeria. Sumá tu voz. ¡RT! http://wefb.it/TYwPy9
@sps Can’t wait to thank our Spurs Family at Fan Appreciation Night. RT if you’re excited for playoffs! #SpursFAN #selfie
@czar82 I'm getting better and now I'm teaching others. Thx @theborisdiaw
@Patty_Mills @tiagosplitter @manuginobili#gospursgo
@Patty_Mills Some ppl saw us #frogging last night & wanted to join. #goodforya
@manuginobili @tiagosplitter @theborisdiaw
@DXTVparatodos Si Manu pasamos toda la Copa. Hoy la final: Real Madrid - Barcelona. Desde las 14 (Arg) SEGUILA AQUÍ http://ow.ly/tqZEY
@ManyOrono Una vez mas interrumpimos este matrimonio para disfrutar de otra temporada de basquet! Vamos Amor! #gospursgo
@GasolFoundation Tick-tock! We've been receiving the coolest o drawings. Send yours http://ow.ly/4mP240 #MyfavoriteOlympicSport
@GasolFoundation Tic-tac pequeños... ¡no os olvidéis de enviarnos vuestros dibujos!இద்சனேதுதி#MyfavoriteOlympicSport http://ow.ly/4mP3f2
@TheNBPA "He’s never sugar-coated anything, and he’s always given me his most honest, direct opinion." - @paugasol #24on24
@si_nba .@paugasol's farewell to Kobe Bryant (as told to @SI_LeeJenkins): 'We were a perfect fit' http://on.si.com/1S3p7dF
@gdndevelopment Sport is the most unifying tool for peace in the world' http://ow.ly/10oHv4 #sport4dev
@gasolFoundation #WorldHealthDay #Diabetes type2 rates skyrocket in #kids. Solution? #prevention #education #nutrition #sport
@gasolFoundation #DMS2016 La #Diabetes tipo2 es ya un problema de #niños. ¿La solución? #Prevención #Nutrición #Educación #Deporte
@chicagobulls Thank you to @StJude for letting us stop by yesterday! #Hoops4StJude
@markabask8 El anillo con 'MVPau' @paugasol fue "el mejor momento" de la carrera de @kobebryant
http://www.marca.com/baloncesto/nba/2016/04/04/5702155cca4741ad028b460a.html … @marca
@COE_es #Baloncesto Histórico @paugasol: ¡10.000 rebotes en la @NBA! http://ow.ly/10dZdK
@NBA One of the best big man passers of all-time... @PauGasol of the @ChicagoBulls drops a sweet dime!
@gasolFoundation Queremos INSPIRAR e IMPACTAR en la vida de más niños. ¡Únete a nosotros! Hagamos esto JUNTOS http://ow.ly/102Hbv
@COE_es #Baloncesto Mensaje de @paugasol: "Nos vemos en @rio2016_es" —#roadtorio
@nbacares .@jtimberlake @MarcGasol & @mconley11 brought lots of smiles and support to @StJude this season! #Hoops4StJude
@chicagobulls Mr. Double-Double, @paugasol @gasolFoundation Niños descansados = ¡niños felices! La importancia del descanso y alimentación sana por @PauGasol
@balancestofeb #366Historias recuerda ese 18 de marzo de 2001 y la final de la Copa de @paugasol de Málaga
@ACBcom 15 años de la #CopaACB de @PauGasol. Sus números en la final:
@ACBcom Para recordar la explosión de @PauGasol, ¿qué mejor que la final de #CopaACB 2001 al completo? Un partido histórico:
@ACBcom Hoy hace 15 años que un joven @PauGasol explotó para ganar la #CopaACB de Málaga y convertirse en una gran
@Ltblanca @ReggieBush That's why we have to put God first. We are here for a purpose... Tomorrow is not promised!
@tpripper @ReggieBush storing up treasures on earth is pointless. Can all be gone in a blink of an eye. Put your trust in the lord and his salvation
@spartanzilla @ReggieBush the kid struggle is real. My youngest got up at 5:40 am est today. #lovethekids
@foxsportslive Coming up on #FSLive, @MattLeinartQB and @ReggieBush join @joelklatt!
@snooppdog L. O. Prayin4u. Family http://ift.tt/1OwiMdp
@sports_greats The most important lesson that I have learned is to trust God in every circumstance. -Allyson Felix (track & field)
@maxprepsvideo Ocean Lakes’ @Khalan2012 looking like @ReggieBush on this PR TD. #MPTopPlay
@enews Our hearts are with the friends & family of the #WDBJ shooting victims.
@nflnetwork Awesome moment captured at #KCvsAZ: 1st female full-time NFL official and 1st female NFL coach in one picture.
@tip Go and get @BoBATL new album #PsycadelikThoughtz right now! https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/psycadelik-thoughtz/id1027992612 …
#LabelNoGenre #HustleGang
@49ers Highlights from today's practice featured @Kaepernick7 to @ReggieBush x2.
@nflnetwork One of the defining players of the last quarter century. And his legacy lives on: http://at.nfl.com/mc8U9nJ #PFHOF15
@adamschefter Congratulations to my friend Jackson George on his acting debut in The Vatican Tapes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wo6NYalvcfQ …
@sapsv SAP is proud to be the Presenting Sponsor of the 2015 49ers #PastaBowl!
@espn Great news from KC: After undergoing cancer treatment, All-Pro Eric Berry cleared to practice.
@sports_greats You don't get what you wish for, you get what you work for.
@lebroncurry5 Okay so let's put this to rest. Lol do I look like @ReggieBush?
@faithreel World’s Best Street Drummer. You’ve Got To See It To Believe It.
http://faithreel.com/worlds-best-street-drummer/ …
@BarackObama Game on. #SheBelieves
@espn Jordan Spieth (21) finishes -5 to become the youngest player ever to own both a Masters & U.S. Open title.
@zachlavine Please get 50 Kobe
@shiger Pope Francis washes the feet of Muslim refugees, says we are 'children of the same God'
@sinoricemoss Pray to God even after he gives you what you were praying for.
@steelers And speaking of big fans...
@z0mbieo @MikeVick thanks for the follow man! Big fan!
@kxgxl0d @MikeVick love you bro
@patlustig @MikeVick chillin. Can I get a retweet??
@antlfc94 TBT to one of the best sporting comebacks ever. Goosebumps. @MikeVick the GOAT. Keep bobbing and weaving baby.
@54yothoughts @MikeVick lets get a Falcons throwback today too!!!
@steelers Everything you need to know about tomorrow’s matchup with the Broncos in a minute.
@reggiecoleman7 @MikeVick watching the Heisman trophy awards and Basketball game.
@KristianRDyer Per source: ‘Unlikely advocate’ @MikeVick to meet Tuesday w/ legislators about ‘Pets in Cars’ bill:
@bharrisqb1 God I trust you #Godislove
@c_kelly1988 @MikeVick get that W on Sunday @steelers #SteelersNation
@steelers Practice time.
@steelers We talk defense on #Steelers.com Live today at 4 PM.
@EAMaddenNFL Party like it's Madden 2004. @MikeVick is starting at QB tonight! #BALvsPIT #tbt
@steelers He's baaaaaaään. @L_Bell26 #HereWeGo
@steelers Break. #HereWeGo
@Headlinerworld GOD: You are an amazing God. I am so thankful for the many blessings you continue to give to me, my family, and friends. I love you...
@MaddieBoggxoxo Couldn't even help but to cry when I saw this picture @Saints @drewbrees @iWillSmith
@todddurkin The #NFL guys (dsproles43, @geraldini93, & @drewbrees) take on the @cybex #SPARC challenge to… https://www.instagram.com/p/BDjalYDr3Py/
@helloNOEW Congrats to the @JAneworleans & @drewbrees Brees Dream Fndtn #TYCIC Final 4! #NOEW2016 http://buff.ly/1oV9dKk
@j_murph4511 Delvin Breaux will be our guest bartender tonight @walk_ons on Burbank for Karaoke at 8pm! @BLWalkOn @drewbrees @huntauctions Bid on great NFL game jerseys including @drewbrees to benefit @nflauction
http://www.huntauctions.com/live/imageviewer.cfm?auction_num=52&lot_num=431&lot_qual= …
@bluejeansnet We're teaming up with @drewbrees to answer your #SB50 questions live over video. Register at http://bit.ly/1TxwTjV
@saints .@BenjaminSWatson is 1 of 5 #NFLPAWhizzerAward finalists for helping families in need: http://bit.ly/1Q7PNbB
@teamgleason Honored to have our documentary film be accepted in @sundancefest. Here's my statement on http://www.teamgleason.org -SG sundance gleason
@TRXTraining We're kicking off the "Touchdowns For TRX Sweepstakes" with @drewbrees. Enter to win! http://bit.ly/1NdSfAt #TRX
@The_Increase As the #NFL season begins tonight, join us in praying for all the players and their families and that the Name above every name be exalted!
@BLWalkeOn And then this just happened @walk_ons Houma...
@saints Check the :20 mark. Westlake's @DrewBrees going deep back in '96
@sportscenter On this day 25 years ago, Ken Griffey & Ken Griffey Jr. became 1st father-son duo to play on same team (Mariners).
@saints .@BarackObama meets with @TeamGleason in New Orleans http://bit.ly/1U9qRrP
@_whodatallday_ Drew and Drew. Love it! RT "@Saints: @drewbrees meets local kid who is 1 of his biggest fans, 11-yr old Drew Hoffman 
@BriganceBrigade .@drewbrees congratulates @OJBrigance on being recognized as a "Legend of the Game" by the @Ravens! #Saints #Ravens
@walk_ons 100% of Walk-On's Lafayette sales will support victims of last week's tragedy #LafayetteStrong
@MCASMirmarCA LIVE on #Periscope: @drewbrees @brandincooks @darrensproles spending their day working out with @Marines @MCASMiramar…
https://www.periscope.tv/w/aHVPYzE3MTkwMTd8Mzk5MjQ3ODcoTj2jaWcIdirydghNJWp_8B1DLdVBeuag6OUAmK6y0Q== …
@ErnestEJJohnson Great day in San Diego paddling with Drew Brees, such a cool down to earth human. @drewbrees… https://instagram.com/p/4t32Wujhgd/
@NBCRunningwild Who else is stoked to see @edhelms on #RunningWild this summer?!
@macandgaydos @LarryFitzgerald joins us today at 5:30!!! Gaydos says he's going to pull an audible on him. What does that mean??
@ginamaravillotv In the GMAZ studio-@LarryFitzgerald! Check out his celeb softball game this wknd-He deserves our respect & support!
@Rickdamicofox10 Always a thrill to have @AZCardinals WR @LarryFitzgerald visit our studio. His annual celebrity softball game is Sat https://www.facebook.com/RickDAmicosPage/videos/vb.468990086444358/1193421210667905/?type=2&theater …
@mega1043 Get tixs to #FitzSoftball16 w/ @LarryFitzgerald & friends happening SATURDAY [http://tinyurl.com/hpaky3p #FirstDownFund
@azthebeat Get tixs to #FitzSoftball16 w/ @LarryFitzgerald & friends happening SATURDAY [http://tinyurl.com/hpaky3p #FirstDownFund
@tram_mai Guess who’s coming tomorrow morning on @12News - @LarryFitzgerald! Want to ask him anything? [https://instagram.com/p/1txbfdnyEd/
@crystal113221 @LarryFitzgerald got my #FitzSoftball tickets day they went on sale. We can't wait to go!
@odeha45 @LarryFitzgerald will there be and wrestlers at the event Larry @McCaininstitute The #SedonaForum concludes w/ sports leadership panel @JeffImmelt @MBidwill @LarryFitzgerald @officialmutombo @Mattkjur I just accomplished a mission that I thought was impossible. I finally got a photo w/ @LarryFitzgerald @sarahscipio Look what my husband brought home from work! Autographed by @LarryFitzgerald! #nikefam @arizonaborealis It was great seeing @LarryFitzgerald at Luke AFB on Sunday! Awesome surprise for the troops! #Luke75 @AZCardinals @AZLadybirds Mark your calendars for @LarryFitzgerald celebrity softball game and V.I.P. after party! 4/23 @SaltRiverFields @fitzbeatsr Carol Fitzgerald Memorial Fund Benefit(April 8-5.30-9pm)MPLS Event Center."Help us honor my Mom"LarryJr-Marcus @Easbrnd Ever wondered how a pro #football player eats? #EASathlete @LarryFitzgerald talks #nutrition with @ForTheWin @LPGA Not only can little girls have big dreams @lpgafounders, but little boys can, too! @LarryFitzgerald @AZCardinals @elozanoazr When @LarryFitzgerald takes your camera away and turns it on you @LPGA @lpga Casual day on the links for this quarterback and wide receiver @AZCardinals @carsonpalmer @LarryFitzgerald @cheyennewoods Fun pro am this morning with these two! @LPGAfounders @AZCardinals @carsonpalmer @LarryFitzgerald @AZCardinals Hello, @Chan95Jones @shootermcgavin_ Rest In Peace Prince. May you and Chubbs collaborate in Heaven and make wonderful music #Icon @tomwriggleswort Good morning Wisconsin! [https://www.justgiving.com/Tom-Wrigglesworth1 ... @tomwriggleswort It's record breaking gig day. [https://www.justgiving.com/Tom-Wrigglesworth1 ... @cabbie Kobe Bryant drops 22 points in the first half. #MambaDay #KobesLastGame @cary_elwes Wesley & Inigo reunited after 30 years! #elpescador #madrid #thequeenofspain #lareinadeespaña #fernandotrueba @lakers THIS DAY IN KOBE HISTORY: April 13 2016: Today we say goodbye to a legend. #ThankYouKobe @espnstatsinfo Before his final NBA game, a look back at @kobebyrant's record-setting career: [http://espn.cm/1TRbtiv #MambaDay
@liltunechi Jus gave Tom Watson a standin O in my living room. Well deserved. Such an honor to watch greatness from the day I knew what golf was U go Tom!
@BradPaisley Beyond proud of you @Kimwilliamspais as this remarkable book is released today. I am a very lucky man.
@southpark #CapsOn http://cart.mn/1RY1jgC
@Abbywambach U.S. women's soccer team sends powerful message http://usat.ly/1ME9pZm via @USATODAY #proud
@thegame Ran into packers future Hall Of Fame quarterback #AaronRodgers tonite at a dinner meeting & even... https://www.instagram.com/p/BDme29pGouw/
@tlang70 DeAndre Levy.
@samclmlaird Just let Stephen Jackson break down the D'Angelo Russell situation, ladies and gentlemen: http://
@NBAonTNT Craig Sager with the sideline interview on Coach Randy Wittman.
#SagerStrong
@Mnewhouse74 @AaronRodgers12 how I deal with the haterz
@jerrykelly13pga Takes a little bit for an old guy to get noticed 'round here:)  
@JPgasser21 Disappointing loss, but hell of a season considering the circumstances. The future is very bright for Coach Gard and the boys
@packers Good luck tonight, @BadgerMBB! #OnWisconsin
@DarrynCollege n/a
@85forthearts Be 1 of the 1st to try @VernonDavis85's LOVE wine. Official release party on 4/24. Get tix- http://sprts.is/LOVEReleaseParty ...
@85forthearts From live music to an auction for @VernonDavis85's art, the LOVE wine release party w/@HFEWine will be AWESOME: http://sprts.is/LOVEReleaseParty ...
@redskins When defenses look at our TE corps...
@vontaedavis Congrats Big Bro @vernondavis85 on signing with our fam's hometown team Redskins! Happy for you bro #Homecoming
@terpsfootball Welcome home @VernonDavis85! #MarylandPride #TerpFam
@NFLnetwork Seconds left. NFC Championship trip up for grabs. This is going to @VernonDavis85. Just try to stop him. #TBT
@85forthearts Join #VDFA, @VernonDavis85, & @HFEWine for a special LOVE Wine release party on 4/24! Info- http://sprts.is/LOVEReleaseParty ...
@85forthearts On 4/24, celebrate @VernonDavis85's signature wine while supporting the arts! Info & tix: http://sprts.is/LOVERelease
@Muscletech @KCCorpsFit @VernonDavis85 We think he should get on the Musclebuilding Trilogy ;) #davischat
@Muscletech 5 fans will win a @VernonDavis85 MT stack and a signed 8x10, 3 winners will win a signed football + http://BB.com GC! #DavisChat
@Muscletech 20 mins. to go before we are LIVE with @VernonDavis85. Get your questions ready! #countdownison #DavisChat
@nflnow Raise your hand if you agree with @VernonDavis85 #GIFparty
@moneyn Lynch n/a
@jwlarimer612 @VernonDavis85 Rooting from you all the way from the island of Guam!! Always a fan!
@kaefbaby Rooting for you @VernonDavis85! Come on, #Broncos
@kylescabana @VernonDavis85 congrats vern. Good luck!
@85forthearts Donate $8 to #VDFA by the end of Jan, and you'll be entered to win a signed pic! http://sprts.is/Donate #VDFA8for80
@ANU_NIKE91 Kicking it wit my dawg @vernondavis85 @Broncos Christmas party #broncosup
@javi322_ Got to meet @VernonDavis85 today. Honestly one of the most polite and coolest guys I've ever met! Very humble! We need more people like him
@85forthearts #VDFA & Gunter Family would like to thank all who donated this year to make the 2015 Thanksgiving Feed possible.
@papajohnshoustx We've got a shy one! He still mustered up the courage to ask @JJWatt his favorite type of pizza! #JJDelivers #jjwatt
@papajohnshoustx Our #JJDelivers winners are the best! They give him gifts too!
@papajohnshoustx This fan came ready with questions for @JJWatt #JJDelivers
@papajohnshoustx She was so excited when @JJWatt called she accidentally hung up on him! "You're the first woman to hang up on me"
@papajohnshoustx That one time @JJWatt came to a winner's house... #JJDelivers
_TJWatt Flights booked! So pumped to finally be at the @JJWFoundation charity softball game!!
@Duanebrown76 Kobe gotta get 50
@ESPN_big10 Wisconsin LB T.J. Watt won't be intimidated replacing an All-American
@texanspr @HoustonTexans will return 10-of-11 starters on a defense that ranked 3rd in @NFL in yards allowed (310.2) in 2015:
@pimpmastabex That time @JJWatt said he wasn't going to stay in the NFL too long and it turned into headlines about retirement.
@darrenrovell Apparel company @MizzenAndMain, which counts @JJWatt as an investor, closed a $3M investment round that includes Saints P Thomas Morstead
@DerrickWatt34 I swear we didn't call each other this morning. #TeamReebok
@jaypo1961 Two plays by #Badgers Watt in red zone stood out. First a leaping pick of a fastball and then stuffing Deal near LOS.
@jaypo1961 It is early but #Badgers TJ Watt can make some plays at OLB.
@ccovingtontdt Bruh... These @JJWatt workouts are no joke...
@jjwfoundation Getting closer, folks! If you've got tix already, plz RT! http://bit.ly/1P45xvw #JJWCC2016 #SellOutMinuteMaid
@BadgerMBB @JJWatt it's gameday. you ready? #OnWisconsin
@_tjwatt No Place Like It #TheLodge
@alexgelhar It's J.J. Watt's 27th birthday today and GOOD GOD has he dominated since 2012 (h/t @NFL research team):
@jjwfoundation Thanks to the @Donald_Driver80 Foundation for the donation the the JJ Watt Foundation.
@NFL Bam Bam. Brandon. Earl. Sherm. Back together again. #LOB
@bbrowner27 I've been excited about this one, been trying to keep it to myself. Secrets out, I'm grateful and... https://www.instagram.com/p/BET8OA2wDjV/
@Kam_Chancellor Welcome back home Brother @bbrowner27 .. #LOB #TheRebirth #OG https://www.instagram.com/p/BET7yMDEY_c/
@JOCPRPRO The children of La Chanm welcome @cliffavril @MoneyLynch @stephentulloch #AvrilHaiti2016
@JOCPRPRO @stephentulloch putting in work on @cliffavril school in La Chanm #AvrilHaiti2016
@JOCPRPRO @MoneyLynch mixing cement for the school @cliffavril is building in Haiti. #AvrilHaiti2016
@NFL @Mathieu_Era is here. He's got a plan. And he's ready to help NOLA. More tonight on @NFLTotalAccess (7pm ET)
@Brittangolden It's crazy how a few people want to hate a man that's trying to better the lives of many. #crazy
@nikebasketball The Nike Family has spoken. Give your last word and add to Kobe's legend. http://nike.com/mambaday #MambaDay 4.13
@blairryland 3000 miles away at a Chik-Fil-A in northern VA Rock on, lil dude!
@RSherman_25 #GoHawks #GoStanford
@mathieu_era Until y'all get them crooks out of office and until y'all give these kids something constructive to do, the violence will continue to grow!!
@mathieu_era They can't go to parks like I was able to, because the grass ain't cut & the rims have no nets nor do they even have rims..
@mathieu_era The budgets cutting into "education" "recreation" and everything else that is VITAL to a kid having success..
@stanfordfbbal See it. Believe it. http://bit.ly/1S0wNj7 #GoStanford
@malytwotails Next level @RSherman_25 cosplay, oh man #ECCC2016
@alittlemarrtin Dream come true--@Seahawks at #ECCC! Not just any Hawks, but @RSherman_25 & @Bwagz54!
@laharadesert Hahaha I love my family. Epic pic with @RSherman_25 and @Bwagz54 at Comicon
@Jacsonbevens Richard Sherman: A Cigar Thoughts Interview http://www.fieldgulls.com/2016/4/6/11374942/seahawks-richard-sherman-trade-interview-w-cigar-thoughts-2016-draft?utm_campaign=jacsonbevens&utm_content=chorus&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter ...
@codywesterlund Jay Wright's reaction is an all-timer. I love it
@lparada11 Still in disbelief that I actually won this signed ball!!! Thank you again
@RSherman_25 #GoHawks
@goodmanbrand Visit Here! http://www.TheGoodManBrand.com Be Good. #LeadInspireLive
@whynotyoufdn Excited about partnering w/ @GoodManBrand to help save & promote Education for Inner City kids lives by donating $3 for each item sold!
@seahawks One of our fastest @12s celebrates his birthday today, WA's own and #12Flag raiser @kaseykahne!
@moawad_group #notime2sleep @DangeRussWilson @TDLockett12 @ProlificAthlete @PGS_English Thanks for visiting the Parc des Princes, @DangeRussWilson and @ciara! Looking good with those PSG jerseys!
@tjcotterrill Anna Wilson (@iamannawilson3) and Bellevue (27-0) play Lynnwood (25-0) in 3A state semfinals. Coming up next.
@prestonpohl Thanks to the camera man and @West2EastInc CEO @DangeRussWilson for grabbing this !! Ha !! #MakeThemNotice
@eonline Russell Wilson launches a clothing line that will also help inner city kids: http://eonli.ne/1TjhmG1
@GQmagazine .@DangeRussWilson's new clothing brand wants to make you a good man
@ariannahuff .@DangeRussWilson the entrepreneur is launching 'Good Man Brand' to help inner-city kids
@huffingtonpost .@DangeRussWilson is launching a clothing brand to help inner-city kids http://huff.to/1Rg1NID
@GQmagazine Go to gq_magazine on Snapchat now to see Russell Wilson (@DangeRussWilson) launch his new #GoodManBrand.
@goodmanbrand What is a Good Man? Be Good. #LeadInspireLive
@seattlechildren @ciara You had us jumping out of our seats w/ the popcorn & on the edge of our seats during the final round of @NBCGameNight. Thanks again.
@ciara Such A Cool Feeling Winning For Jessica and @seattlechildren Tonight on @NBCGameNight
@ciara n/a
@calvinklein .@DangeRussWilson scores on the #GRAMMYs red carpet in a Calvin Klein Collection tux. #mycalvins
@johnlegend Jamming to EWF with @dangerusswilson @ciara at #clivedavisgrammyparty! https://www.instagram.com/p/BBzJgOvESvX/
@ciara Dress #CharbelZoe. #Datenight With My Love @DangeRussWilson At His #Grammy Party With @LLCoolJ.
@badgerfootball Hey, we know that guy! @DangeRussWilson #Badgers
@charityteams @RobGronkowski @Chrisgronkowski Kim Chandler finishes for@GronkNation @jhboston26 Team!#RunBold
@GMA 69 DAYS UNTIL SUMMER!
@kingsthings I finally got to meet the best tight end in the @NFL @RobGronkowski at the pre Fight Night Dinner in Phoenix. #Gronk
@AH_Michael Had a blast playing @DOOM with @RobGronkowski! "He does the talking, then look at me." #FightLikeHell #TheMouth&TheMuscle
@NFL .@RobGronkowski + @instagram = All sorts of amazing. #InstaGronk has arrived: http://on.nfl.com/22ZhBre
@obertobeefjerky The Big Dance has officially started. #MarchMadness
@RobGronkowski @tonygonzales88 Hanging with @RobGronkowski. One of the greatest already. Imagine if we played together? #SuperBowl50 #SB50
@ochocinco Pepe & @RobGronkowski @propatsmemes @RobGronkowski Dorian was pumped you scored 2 Tds saturday! you got another 2 in you this weekend?
@mojarawleywwe Life doesn't get much better than this. Big win on the big stage w/ my best friends. @wwe @ZackRyder @RobGronkowski
@WWE .@MojoRawleyWWE and @RobGronkowski get #Hyped before the #HypeBros match in #WWEProvidence!
@uninterrupted VIDEO: @RobGronkowski can’t wait to feel Miami’s warmth and see Mojo Rawley in a @WWE event http://ble.ac/1Slwmko
@chanjones55 The first chest bump wasn’t good enough! @RobGronkowski (@leelin.dds ) - vid credit.
@goon356 We love you D @RobGronkowski
@zonazooofficial GAMEDAY No. 13 ARIZONA vs. FRESNO ST 7 PM | McKale | Pac-12 Networks
@uninterrupted VIDEO: @RobGronkowski gives his own injury update, says he’s “week-to-week” http://ble.ac/1Svsqvx
@smsaudio Get Gronk’d Up! Join Rob Gronkowski on a 3-day Party Ship to Gronk Island http://goo.gl/j7cY39 #GPSandSMSAudio
@sixstarpro Thank you to our fantastic guest @RobGronkowski for talking with us. #SixStarGronkChat
@OBJ_3 Get Out Here @Nike
@sixstarpro .@RobGronkowski will be answering your questions! Follow us and use #SixStarGronk to win a Six Star Prize Pack!
@FO3Foundation 1 WEEK LEFT! Cant wait to see you all there! Sign up now- there are very limited spots left! http://familyof3.org
@coachartbriles RG3 in the house - 2011 Heisman, 2012 NFC East Champs and Rookie of the Year #Legendary #BaylorFootballBeAChampion
@niles_paul84 GJC @ThirdEyeSi_ @RGIII @Rich_Crawford6 @DarrelYoung36 @FO3Foundation Congratulations to Kathryn Loftus who has won two tickets for tomorrow’s playoff game!! Thank you to everyone who... http://fb.me/3nWhbSzSy
@FO3Foundation How about this for big news? Help us make these holidays truly special for disabled veterans, our forgotten heroes!!
@FO3Foundation #BlackFriday special! Win amazing tix for Sunday's game! All proceeds help families! http://familyof3.org/gift-shop/
@TAPSorg Grateful for all @RGIII & @Fo3Foundation do ISO #military families of fallen heroes incl today's visit & donation.
@eddielackey5 Flashback to our first event and grand opening at D1 Waco with @rgiii. God has blessed me with some… https://instagram.com/p/5hlYAro7xf/
@BUFootball .@UpliftingAth Lift For Life set July 16: http://www.baylorbears.com/ports/m-fbbl/spec-rel/070715aad.html … Donate: https://give.upliftingathletes.org/events/baylor-lift-for-life-2015/e52587 … #SicEm #GivingBack
@FO3Foundation Want to win a free copy of @EASPORTS FIFA 15? Just tweet the @Fo3Foundation using #fifafortweets for a chance to win!
@FO3Foundation Rumors confirmed..bands DO make her dance. Especially when it helps families in need! #FamilyOf3 #PoppinBands
@FO3Foundation On this random Tuesday, I want to help celebrate our brave service men and women with this #AMERICANSelfie throwback!
@pierregarcon Haha with the besties eighyttodanine and @rgiii 3 years ago in Waco
https://instagram.com/p/4hw8fiiYt5/
@FO3Foundation Happy 1st #FathersDay to our favorite dad @RGIII! The love of a father and his child is unparalleled. #KnowYourWhy
@coachartbriles #Family #Legacy #Trendsetters
@FO3Foundation #GoCatchYourDream at this FREE camp put on by DBOA! Critical info for student-athletes/parents to cont. ed. after HS!
@FO3Foundation Get 2 or more #FamilyOf3 bands and be entered to win a shirt and hat, 2 winners will be chosen http://fb.me/2iQg4SmPa
@FO3Foundation Had so much fun getting my groove on with this gorgeous girl at #ACinderellaBall benefiting "The House Inc." today!
@dontastallworth Founder of @NFLFilms Ed Sabol brought the game to fans in a unique way and forever changed how all of us view the sport. RIP
@garyowencomedy Check out #TheTellerAndTheTruth a movie produced by @ADRIANPETERSON & RG3 #iTunes https://goo.gl/GVCH6O & #Amazon
@josinaanderson #TheTellerandTheTruth is a narrative-film which NFL players Robert Griffin, Adrian... http://facebook.com/JosinaAndersonESPN/posts/1062411047149211 ...
@rapsheet So, RGIII, Jerry Hughes, Orakpo & Peterson produced a movie...
#TheTellerAndTheTruth on https://goo.gl/GVCH6O or
@MMAJunkiejohn Workouts getting started. First up is Ken Shamrock.
@MMAJunkiejohn In Houston at @AdrianPeterson's soon-to-open gym for today's
@BellatorMMA open workouts. Place is massive!
@stephenasmith I get where @AdrianPeterson is coming from regarding @nflcommish.
@OU_Coachstoops Was there ever a question he could accomplish this? Congrats
@AdrianPeterson! #OUDNA #Vikings #BoomerSooner
@armorogod You can't change what has already happened so choose to look ahead instead of behind you.
@pff_matt Now that's a lead block Zach Line. Damn
@immmonotfuzi0n If God is all you have, that is all you need. @AdrianPeterson
@avoiceoftheheking @AdrianPeterson God is Pushing Us to Seek Him More! #IAmAVoice
@avoiceoftheheking @AdrianPeterson God Sees The Best in You because He Placed the Best in You! It's Your Time #IAmAVoice
@avoiceoftheheking @AdrianPeterson Don't Worry About Them! Believe in Yourself! #Faith #Favor #Chosen #IAmAVoice
@avoiceoftheheking @Duckedoff_Vante Understand Who You Are! Realize The Authority You Walk In! #IAmAVoice
@josinaanderson Statement to me from Adrian Peterson: "The reason I'm not attending OTAs has nothing to do with wanting to (cont) http://tl.gd/n_1smdh5h
@toddpeterson88 @AdrianPeterson would you mind re tweeting my daughters story? http://chivecharities.org/story/audrina
@OU_CoachGundy m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=Tpu_Zd7Q1RA … this is why I love working for Coach Stoops and OU. #WeAreOne
@M3tallicA7X Hey @AdrianPeterson any chance for a retweet from my favorite player for my big 3-0 and my daughters 3 month?
@schemer49 My son, made this for his favorite player EVER @AdrianPeterson! It'd make his day to get a response or RT #Faith
@djskee Why am i so late? I just found out about #VYPER on @kickstarter & saw my boy @AdrianPeterson has his own- ordered!
@j_newsome1911 Been a minute since I tied these up... Today, i will. @DezBryant I'm still rocking wit ya.
@Thecowboysarmy Americas Most Wanted. @bease11 baylorgang2 @dezbryant https://www.instagram.com/p/BEB5FbmoAxL/
@dallascowboys Our buddy over at @PBR, @dalebrisby stopped by Valley Ranch yesterday and ran into @DezBryant.
@acehood Dez Bryant flow I'm born in 88.
@dmnbiz Drink @DezBryant endorses gets bigger investment from @drpepper parent company http://d-news.co/10qYdW | @krobijake
@dannyamendola Serious company. Stay open. Block in run game. @DezBryant
@JasonWitten @glennc_spencer Orange blood runs thick. Thanks Dez @DezBryant, Brandon @beween3, and Dan Bailey, for giving back. Defines our unselfish culture.
@cousinnick REAL RT @warriorsworld: Klay walks off from postgame interview to dap-up @DezBryant
@thatsergioguy I miss these guys. 2016 is gonna be intense #CowboysNation
@tonyromo @DezBryant
@kingkeraun My Bruh ! @DezBryant
@qdpsports @DezBryant hey DB, would you please sign this drawing I made? You’re my favorite player ever #ThrowUpTheX #XMan
@kerakardashx @DezBryant because I love you dez!
@jenkins_kelley Took @DezBryant advice and got @DrinkBODYARMOR and It's AMAZING!! #UpgradeYourSportsDrink #ThrowUpTheX
@nflicharean @DezBryant I tried @DrinkBODYARMOR mixed berry after my 15-mile run today. It tasted great.
@jeff_martinezz Trying this @DrinkBODYARMOR @DezBryant #UpgradeYourSportsDrink #ThrowUpTheX
@am_blo @DezBryant drinking that #bodyarmor and throwing up the X! Good stuff! #CowboysNation
@drinkbodyarmor .@DezBryant @SkyDigg4 & Founder/Chairman Mike Repole take over AT&T Stadium-Check snapchat :DrinkBODYARMOR for more
@skydigg4 @DrinkBODYARMOR @DezBryant best selfie EVER
@johnbiz1 Saw @DezBryant drinking on of these, so I decided to try it.... I'm glad I did, this is the best sports drink out.
@thebraun One year ago today I photograph @DezBryant for @beatsbydre. Really nice guy.
@bburge @NickSwisher thanks for the McDonald's
@Peoplebabies EXCLUSIVE: Second daughter on the way for @NickSwisher and @JoAnnaLGarcia! All the details: http://peoplem.ag/5bRIMpQ
@joannalgarcia is in the air! No better Valentine's celebration than chaperoning these two 's on their... https://www.instagram.com/p/BByvdYeneMT/
@braves #BravesFanFest
@braves Dab on 'em @NickSwisher. #BravesFanFest
@joannalgarcia This is a story about my best friend. A friend who is even more beautiful on the inside than she... https://www.instagram.com/p/BAySIjtneCu/
@halladayfan32 @NickSwisher can you retweet for a great cause #Bell LetsTalk
@jamieelsigler Thank you People. This is a hard but liberating day for me, and I hope together we can help others and fight on
@brettgursky Memorable evening https://instagram.com/p/BAqN1Upsi40/
@joannalgarcia this guy #mybestfriendswedding #thisishismostseriousface #happiestguiknow #lovehim
@packwagon @NickSwisher I want these two to hit some bombs during their softball season like you! #HappyNewYear
@halladayfan32 @NickSwisher spreading positivity trying to make the world a more kind place for all
@joannalgarcia 2015 has been quite the year! Filled with new and incredible beginnings...some very unexpected,... https://www.instagram.com/p/ _VyXsHeHn/
@ohiostathletics #FiestaBowl Eve #GoBucks Beat ND vs
@Mattb_wof @NickSwisher Why not both
@jwatt Well, it got me to the league, got me and got my family taken care of. But you do you with your non-tryin self.
@joannalgarcia Hope Santa likes sprinkles!
https://www.instagram.com/p/ _szK1UHeB2/
@m_osbourne1 @NickSwisher A retweet from Nick Swisher!
@vandygirl1998 @NickSwisher my youngest gave me her gift for me tonight
@misskategordon Tubing our out @JoAnnaLGarcia @NickSwisher @fisherpence
https://instagram.com/p/ _K0UUHehQ/
@nachumix_da_yo 5月5日（木・祝）エースゴルフクラブ千葉にて、熊本大分地震災害チャリティーレッスン会が開催されます！レッスンはグループレッスンのみとなります。レッスンは全額義援金として寄付されるそうです詳しくは↓↓まで（^^）
@momoko3030 そして、何より水！ あとみんなに配るための紙皿等の日用品が手に入らず足りてない、とのことでした。
@momoko3030 有村智恵ちゃんが、色々現地で声を集めこうというものがあったって聞いてきました！ 物資は届くところも増えてるらしいんですが、来るものがほとんど一緒かどうか、既にあるものが結構届いていて、日用品が足りていないみたい 例えば 一番大きいサイズのオムツ 離乳食 ミルク缶 歯ブラシ
@momoko3030 支援が少しずつ行い始めてる事を願います。 その代わり、情報が今度は少なくなっています。報道も今はかなり少なくなっていて、ネット情報は正しい情報の判断しにくく、今の現状がわかりにくくなり始めています。 何か知っている方、できるだけ正しい情報をお願いします！
@huffpostjapan 【避難生活で要注意】「エコノミークラス症候群」どうすれば防げる
@colehamels Keeping things realistic in the cages this morning! How impartial do you think this umpire is?!! #rangers
@kxhps 頑張れ熊本！頑張れ九州！
@ai_bu ドコモ、au、ソフトバンクの主要3キャリアが災害用安否確認サービスの提供を開始 熊本の地震に合わせ（ねとらぼ） - Yahooニュース
http://headlines.yahoo.co.jp/hl?a=20160414-00000116-it_nlab-sci … #Yahooニュース
大事な方々への安否確認を！！
@linejp_official LINEから固定電話・携帯電話にかけられる「LINE Out」機能で、日本国内の番号への発信を1通話最大10分まで無料化しました。家の電話やLINEでつながっていない方への安否確認にご活用ください。 #熊本 #地震 #拡散希望
@tomarigi25 ヘアーカットに納得できなくて鏡の前でボー然としている....
@claymoreberserk 経済的に厳しい場合は、効果のあるサプリメントをサイクルさせるという方法がある。例えば3ヶ月クレアチンを摂取し、次の2ヶ月はHMBを摂取し、その後の3ヶ月はEAAを摂取するといった具合。そしてまたクレアチンに戻るのだ。
@mikaoxt 昨日の試合から、オドール二塁手の素晴らしいゲッツーです。でも彼にとっては当たり前のプレーかもしれませんね。 @faridyu
https://www.instagram.com/p/BDyde13BXXr/
@atsugirijason 因果が逆ダロウ！すぐに実行する人は成功するダロウ！
@kunmin11 リハビリ開幕を迎えるダルビッシュの究極のプラス思考とは？（THE PAGE） - Yahooニュース
http://headlines.yahoo.co.jp/hl?a=20160401-00000003-wordleafs-base … #Yahooニュース
@ononarin 【東京オリンピックに野球復活を夢見て世界一周】 グローブ片手に旅して26ヶ国、276日、100人以上とキャッチボール！最後の相手はダルビッシュ有選手！感動で足震えまくった。 お忙しい中、自分の夢を叶えて頂きありがとうございました！
@sblaskovich My buddy @Evan_P_Grant eats the Wicked Pig, a #yuge sandwich now available at @Rangers games. It's good!
@mikaoxt 日本のアマゾンの梱包もたまに無駄が多くてすごいけど、やっぱり本場は違うよね★
@claymoreberserk ぼんとコレ。非科学的なようであっても、実は論理的な説明がつくという無数の例の一つ。「昔の人はなぜ体が丈夫なのか？」に答えた漫画が衝撃的すぎる #SmartNews
@foxsportsoh What a night for @DatDudeBP! 4-4 on the night. Single, Double, Triple, Single #Reds
@rojosbeisbol @DatDudeBP impulsa dos carreras en la victoria de hoy en San Luis. NOTA: http://atmlb.com/1W7KrUb
@willieamerican @DatDudeBP 49 years Reds fan. This is the best yet. Thanks, @laurawill731
@rojosbeisbol ¡@DatDudeBP empuja la primera carrera con este #jonronazo! Gameday: http://atmlb.com/1N0aScL #LosRojos
@docczarnecki @reds @DatDudeBP digging our time at #redsST as always. Especially when good guys take time out for the kids!
@kloydd1 Huge thanks @DatDudeBP for a great pic! Go #reds
@brookibabes Ryan met Brandon Phillips today at #mariners vs #reds game. @DatDudeBP is one of our favs. #ryanancspellipromise
@jacobchadwickk Saw @DatDudeBP at the Red's spring training game today
@noahhhoegy My mom just sent me this and told me I'm no longer her favorite player
smh @DatDudeBP
@cooper_roylance @datdudebp https://www.instagram.com/p/BCtx­mmH3KQ/
@yanevaknow_eva Shoutout to @DatDudeBP for the pic and autograph! Let's go
@Reds! #TrainToReign #SpringBreak2016
@lightupthehalo5 @DatDudeBP Thanks for taking the time to take a photo with your #1
fan. for her sign in Anaheim this year!
@lukewiseman Always good to see @DatDudeBP #RedsSpringTraining
@4everaredsfan Twas the night before Report Day and all through the desert, Not a
creature was stirring, not even a @DatDudeBP Have a safe & healthy 16
@baseball_love7 Thank you so much for everything today !! Taught me a lot about the
game but more about life in general@DatDudeBP
@jonesbengal Met some idols of mine tonight, thanks so much guys, WHO DEY!! Let's
get that win! @DatDudeBP @BillyHamilton @Reds
@wilsonballglove .@datdudeBP started work on next year's A2K DATDUDE with Aso.
Follow us and RT this pic for a chance to win it!
@bwell_3 #FutureHOF @DatDudeBP
@matteilers @DatDudeBP @DatDudeBP thanks for the pic with my boys at the NKU
game. #NorseUp
@moligee @DatDudeBP thanks for taking time to take a pick with my son, Zach Oligee
at the NKU bb game!! Go Norse!
@davidortizfund #TeamPapi finished the @jhboston26 Boston Marathon strong. 26.2
miles run & over $70k raised for the DOCF! Thank you
@davidortizfund #TeamPapi runner @PeterRiddle named @jhboston26 inspirational
runner by @BostonDotCom! Proud to have U on our team!
@davidortizfund One week left until #MarathonMonday! Help support #TeamPapi with
one of our tees at http://represent.com/davidortiz . @charityteams @jhboston26
@radegensports Big Papi making another @nbcnsl cameo!
@MLBtheshow Put on your @RedSox and dance. #TheShow16 http://bit.ly/1RXUuKn
@bigpapiskitchen Keep tagging @bigpapiskitchen in your photos! Just a few more days
for your change to win a… https://www.instagram.com/p/BDoUBtkSikZ/
@davidortizfund Our next #TeamPapi runner to introduce is Duc Nguyen! “I’m running
the Boston Marathon because… https://www.instagram.com/p/BDixRJsGdox/
@davidortizfund Meet Charles Ryan, one of our #TeamPapi runners for the 2016
@davidortizfund We're getting to know all of our #TeamPapi runners for the 2016
Boston Marathon. Today, meet… https://www.instagram.com/p/BDg2GBgmds1/
@bigpapiskitchen Enter for your chance to win autographed @davidortiz apparel and
Big Papi's Kitchen products!
@davidortizfund #TeamPapi is hosting a class at CycleBar to support our
@bostonmarathon team! Join us at
http://wellesley.cyclebar.com/apps/mindbody/classes/285 … @jhboston26
@charityteams
@viktresports What’s @davidortiz’s signature dish when he cooks? What's his good luck charm? Get 'The Dirt' on VIKTRE every week!
@robbronkowski Straight Chilling with my Mom & @davidortiz
@MLBtheshow "Namaste" here on the couch prepping for #TheShow16.
http://bit.ly/1RXQbPc
@MLBtheshow Big Papi leaves the league this year, so celebrate him all season long. Download: http://bit.ly/1VQZVtY
@bigpapiskitchen Definitely one of the best days of the year #NationalTortillaChipDay #BigPapisKitchen
@peterididdle @DavidOrtizFund @ElevateFitness_ @kim719 @BRIANREH @davidortiz Mis compañeros de equipo son los mejores!
@davidortizfund HUGE thank you to our #BostonMarathon runners @elevatefitness_ @KIM719 @BrianReh @PeterRiddle Duc Nguyen and Charles Ryan! #ThankfulThursday
@bigpapiskitchen #BPK is a hit! Have you given it a try yet? [via @BostonGlobe]
@bigpapiskitchen Shout out to @StopandShop for hosting #BigPapisKitchen! Salsas, hummus and chips available now at one near you! #BPK
@thethf Take a look at this years "It's All Me" PSA for @JoeyBats19 thanks to @GettyImages for the amazing photo! @BlueJays
@bringerofrain20 6Gods coming to Baltimore. @MStrooo6 @JoeyBats19
@RobertoOsuna1 @russellmartin55
@nannabelle88 Thanks @MStrooo6...Boston fell asleep still talking about you! You are class act & my son’s hero @BlueJays #HDMH
@maruccisports If a craftsman wants to perfect his work, he must first perfect his tools. @JoeyBats19
@bluejays It was 40 years ago when our history began as the American League voted to expand to Toronto. #OurMoment
@bluejays FINAL: @BlueJays 6, Rays 1. #ItAllStartsHere
@maruccisports New @JoeyBats19 gamers
@thethf We’re honored to have @JoeyBats19 be part of All Me League!
http://allmeleague.com #AllMePEDFree #SpringTraining
@maruccisports Forbes: How Marucci became the No. 1 bat in the Big Leagues
@JoeyBats19 @Forbes @HunterAtkins35 #MarucciTakeover
@maruccisports A few more behind the scenes pics from our shoot with @JoeyBats19 and @ajalfor1 yesterday #BlueJays #SpringTraining
@snoopdog Thank u @joeybats19
@mstrooo6 All reppin’ one(sie) thing. #SB50 @BlueJays
@bautistafund Thank you @FrameworthSport for supporting the @BautistaFund with this exclusive signed #BatFlip frame.
@MLB The stars are out to SLAM diabetes at the 2nd Annual Sam Fuld Wiffle Ball Classic.
@FCBarcelona The @BlueJays' OF @joeybats19 fulfills dream, sees @FCBarcelona at CampNou: http://ow.ly/V6YHT #MesQueUnClub
@maruccisports 1. RT then visit the new http://maruccisports.com 2. Add items to cart 3. Enter FREEGLOVES at checkout @JoeyBats19
@MLB The @esurance MLB Award for Best Play, Offense goes to this @JoeyBats19 SMASH. #AwardWorthy
@beinsportsusa The rivalry of #ElClasico floods to the streets, as @Ochocinco and @joeybats19 go toe-to-toe. #beINTHESPOTLIGHT
@kpillar4 MVP MVP..... #bringofrain congrats to my teammate and friend JD @BringerOfRain20 nobody has worked hard and more deserving of this @mstrooo6 Baseball is emotion as emotion is baseball.
@ufc IT'S HAPPENING!! 11.12.16 @TheGarden http://ufc.com/ny
@warriors Fun day at practice with @PujolsFive, @MikeTrout, @JSThree8 & Cliff Pennington
@angels Be an Angel for CHOC! Pledge a donation for each 2016 Angels win to help provide care & more http://atmlb.com/1qcfUIL
@jodell26 When your mom takes a pic with two of your favorite players ....
@MikeTrout @GRICHARDS26
@reggiemillertnt And people, this is our year, GO @Angels!! Good luck to my boys Joe Smith and @MikeTrout. #RallyMonkey
@angels Don't miss Cubs vs. Halos action! Limited tix for #OpeningDay remain, tix for 4/5 available: http://atmlb.com/239iUnI
@jestara @BrantleyGilbert @MikeTrout @GRICHARDS26 They sure did!
@_alikirk came all the way from Ohio to find out his favorite player left yesterday. no fishing today in Arizona #SCtop10
@TOTALUSA Hey @MikeTrout, if you didn't like the sign you could've just said so...
@Angels, should we change the tagline to The Wall that Mike broke?
@kevhallenbeck Thanks @MikeTrout for all this gear! It'll be a great season!
@royhallenbeck Millville baseball players got custom cleats and turfs from @MikeTrout @nikebaseball Thanks Mike! Have a great year!
@levickteal Hey friends :) Have you downloaded my Mobile App? It is sooooo easy!!
Click the link... PLEASE #TealEstate
@brettwallick Me and Mike Trout! You made my wish come true! Thank you for spending the day with me!!! @MikeTrout
@zertz_86 Great time in Arizona with @_JulieJohnston_ this weekend! Thank you @MikeTrout for the hospitality today!!
@themayorsoffice Great day with the Angels! @miketROUT as advertised, great dude n flat out rakes!@MLBNetwork
@_cottrelldj @MikeTrout is officially better than me in NBA 2k.......smh
@MLBGIFs Fishing for Trout. #SpringTraining
@120sports DUKE. UNC. TONIGHT. http://bit.ly/21e0iQw
@levickteal #TealEstate #NJRealEstate #SELLING #SJRealestate #CallMe #LetMeSellYourHome #MyInventory
@smallwhitedog @str8edgeracer @MikeTrout Little friend broke arm at practice, was a champ! This was his reaction to being on DL.
@ken_rosenthal ICYMI: Players speak out on drug testing. A Fox Sports exclusive: @palillitoarnold @JustinVerlander you should #giveaway 7 Items (700K FF), jersey, bat, cleats, hat, batting gloves, glove, ball.... (signed)
@haileygirl10 @JustinVerlander yes! You should give away some signed baseballs or a variety of things just an idea... Love you JV!
@mrswey22 @JustinVerlander signed jersey
@wakaplus @JustinVerlander give me a Ferrari
@rawlingsports #OpeningDay is Tomorrow!!
@foxsportsdet #Tigers' Verlander talks about a cause near and dear to his heart. Go to http://grandslamadoption.com/ to support it.
@winforwarriors We have a new website! http://winsforwarriors.org/ . ReTweet or Favorite for a chance to win a limited edition JV glove!
@danielnorris18 When your throwing partner throws one over your head.
@justinverlander
@mark_wahlberg Excited to be a part of rebuilding Detroit with the summer opening of @Wahlburgers @JACKEnt @GreektownCasino
@angelnessbit2 when your group shows their the best !! @justinverlander...
https://www.instagram.com/p/BCLR00TIL6VkvOioESLOB4Dkm32d3rpRyyh-Q0/ ... 
@veryl32 Happy Birthday @justinverlander. The best older brother I could ever ask for! Love you!
@MLBGIFs When you don't blow out all the candles at once. Happy birthday,
@JustinVerlander!
@Fillwerrill The Media Is Crazy
@thedlinesports RT for the @tigers & @JustinVerlander to Pop Bottles in 2016! http://TheDLine.com
@FORD We don’t blame you for the #FordGT selfie, JV. #DETCaravan #FordNAIAS #NIAAS
@mshell_phillips How amazing was #tigerfest well Gabe felt @JustinVerlander ’s beard hahaha @tigers @971theticketxt @thestick9
@freepsports Great moment here with @JustinVerlander and Gabriel Mio of Highland Twp. during the #Tigers caravan today! @tigers
@diamondresorts It's no FISH tale! The champion of the 2016 #DiamondResortsInvitational is @MardyFish #DRIGolf #fh4kids
@winsforwarriors A huge thank you goes out to @meijer for their support in @JustinVerlander's #Vets surprise! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ENddbb-xgU ...
	@tigers .@MiguelCabrera and @JDMartinez14 were presented their #SilverSlugger Awards before today's game!
@oficialtigres Criollos con más hits en MLB @MiguelCabrera
@4logrosparley Retweeted LasMayores (@LasMayores): Listo fisica y mentalmente
@MiguelCabrera para arrancar a todo vapor con los...
@realcarlallen Since 2009, the top 5 position players by WAR: 1) @MiguelCabrera 2) @TheCUTCH22 3) @MikeTrout 4) @JoeyVottoHub 5) @benzobrist18
@mroctober @MiguelCabrera with his son & Dad visiting from Venezuela. Dad was having a great time. #Family #TripleCrown #MLB
@wilmerreina Miguel Cabrera se describe como un bateador "simple" #Tigers via @VersionFinal http://versionfinal.com.ve/deportes/cabrera-soy-un-bateador-simple/ …
@albalegacy #JillEvans is making her rounds at @mlb Spring Training in Florida.
@MiguelCabrera wardrobe… https://www.instagram.com/p/BDHQgARPwwH/
@tigresdedetroit MLB Network  MLB Network Radio Escritores Un día ocupado para
@MiguelCabrera antes del juego de hoy!
@NBCDFWSports Texas Rangers @LewisBrinson reflects on workouts with
@MiguelCabrera http://on.nbcdfw.com/9oU4W5S from @aboedeker
@tigers #BaseballIsBack
@tigresdedetroit Y se fue en estilo @MiguelCabrera. #TodoComienzaAquí
@tigers n/a
@luisvaldiviesoG It was good to help children that dont have enough resources to play
baseball with @MiguelCabrera #MiggyBallGala
@tigresdedetroit Muchos apoyando a @MiguelCabrera en el Miggy Ball Gala, inclyendo
@ZachMiner11, @OzzieGuillen y Placido Polanco.
@josefriverap En minutos @MiguelCabrera en @ZonaEsnp TV durante la gala de su
fundación @MCFoundation24. #MiggyBallGala #ESPN #MLB
@tigers .@MiguelCabrera, @JoseLgasesSS and @HanleyRamirez at the Miggy Ball Gala in Miami, supporting @MCFoundation24.
@tigers An All-Star lineup of Major Leaguers showed up to support @MiguelCabrera's Miggy Ball: http://atmlb.com/1Uv9Y7c
@tigresdedetroit .@MiguelCabrera hoy conoció varios de sus jóvenes fanáticos desde
#TigerFest.
@tylernorkiewicz Ayeee!!! Selfie with Miggy!! Haha! Thanks @tigers for the opportunity!
@MiguelCabrera #Tigersfest
@tbo337 Tigerfest was more enjoyable this year. Not snowing & I got @MiguelCabrera
's signature! #TigerFest #TigerFest2016
@jalen_church @RobinsonCano Mariners game today at Yankee Stadium
@yesnetwork The @Yankees @DBetances68 & @AROD had some fun with
@RobinsonCano over the weekend.
@mariners Just make a great sign and show up early, apparently. (Is that Adam Lind
top right?)
@losmarineros Ayer, @RobinsonCano habló en @IntentionalTalk sobre lo que Jackie
Robinson significa para el.
@kablekelleway Can't wait for the home opening series against the #As.
@RobinsonCano is on fire
@MLB .@RobinsonCano’s just putting up video-game numbers right now.
#ShowStopper
@mariners First look at 2016’s Canó bobblehead. He’s on pace to have 120 HR when
we give it away 7/16. http://atmlb.com/1YfUlG1
@seahawks Tomorrow is here! #OpeningDay #GoMariners #HappyFelixDay
@sporttechie Behind The Scenes At @RocNation/@RobinsonCano Partner Summit
http://ow.ly/10gsGi via @SportsMoneyBlog #sportsbiz
@mariners @RobinsonCano might remind you of another great Mariners hitter.
@mariners Now playing at @PeoriaSportsCom: The Canó Show.
@giankaiser its our year this year @RobinsonCano ..
@losmarineros ¿Se imaginan a @RobinsonCano de receptor? Véalo aquí.
#LosMarineros http://atmlb.com/1Jq4Jol
@rocnation Head to our @facebook page now for a chance to win a RNS Baseball
#RocHoliday gift pack! http://smarturl.it/RocHolidayDay4
@gabie_cyskc Concord team striking our best baseball poses... Super excited about
our sponsor RC22foundation @RobinsonCano
@melissa123lee Thanks for stopping by @sparklingice this week @robinsoncano @Talking Rain Beverage Co https://instagram.com/p/8klakstfRI/
@realkingfelix #mnf con mi hermano @robinsoncano #gohawks
https://instagram.com/p/8etDPkoxSs/
@highlineschools . @RobinsonCano like you have never seen him before! Jamming out
in the music room at Hilltop! @AlaskaAir @Mariners
@highlineschools Hilltop students were surprised today when @RobinsonCano stopped
by for a visit. #IAmAlaska http://on.fb.me/1KYcMD6
@adampjarvis Got to tour the Phoenix Bat Company today! Standing here holding a bat
made for @RobinsonCano #baseball #madeforpros
@mlbgifs Did we just become best friends?
@UAbaseball Block out the haters with @Bharper3407's UA Rival sunglasses:
http://undrarmr.co/1S9FDZE #PUSHTHEGAME
@nationals We spent today exchanging stories with members of the local community at
the annual #GWBOT Welcome Back Luncheon.
@UAbaseball For the reigning MVP, limits are unwelcome. The NEW #HarperOne,
dropping July 2016.
@LDSquotable All are invited to #LDSconf today. Learn from living prophets & apostles
of Jesus Christ. Watch on http://LDS.org or on @BYUtv
@jameswagnerwp Our '16 Nats preview section is on Bryce Harper & his relationship w/
5 aspects of the team:
@MLB #THIS is Bryce Harper. And this is how you cut hair.
@JD_Parkes #THIS is @Bharper3407 amazing on and off the field
http://atmlb.com/BryceTHIS
@Mau_townsend @Bharper3407 Time and time again you're the best to the fans.
Thanks Bryce, love to see this. #Nats
@LDSquotable "Some times. We become so focused on the finish line that we don't
enjoy the journey." - Dieter F. Uchtdorf
@nationals .@aaronbarrett30 and Tanner Roark partook in a fan Q&A today...
...@Bharper3407 emceed!
@Bryanharper45 #Cuse #ichigan #Vandy and #Tulsa all over @GamecockMBB?!?! Absolutely TERRIBLE!!!
@MLB .@Bharper3407 knows to protect that fresh cut.
@MLBGifs Watch the hair! #SpringTraining
@ldsquotable "We need to bare in mind that people can change, we must develop the
capacity to see men not as they are but as they may become - Pres Mons...
@barrysvrluga Saw @Bharper3407 this morning. Idea: Talk to him about his take on
the game, and get out of the way:
@MLB Bryce doing Bryce things. #SpringExclusives
@Nationals Stay strong & keep fighting, Wyatt! @BHarper3407 & the #Nats are pulling for you. #WyWyStrong #HarpersHeroes
@LLSNatcap This just in! Support LLS while u root on @BHarper3407 & the @Nationals! Buy tix @ http://www.nationals.com/VIP & use code LLS. $5/ticket donated
@idesmond20 @BHarper3407 It don't matter! None of it. Bigggg Kiiiiddddd
@liamendez24 She will always be your biggest little fan!! @TheRealMattKemp Thank u for putting a smile on her face!!#PadresST
@liamendez24 My princess is ready for baseball season!! Can't wait!! She loves her Kemp!! @TheRealMattKemp @Padres
@oakley Anywhere @therealmattkemp can get work in for 162 games a year, he's there. #LiveYours
@Padres WATCH: Venable's solo shot (http://atmlb.com/1CzbFXh ) & @TheRealMattKemp's triple in the 7th (http://atmlb.com/1NvBB )
@Paulbradley184 HisHers for today's & tomorrow's @Padres game @petcopark. Got to sport the man @TheRealMattKemp #petcopark
@just__jacob Thankeyou @TheRealMattKemp for everything
@padres VIDEO: Watch @JUST_JUP triple for the first time as a #Padre to drive in @TheRealMattKemp http://atmlb.com/1Jmzlmu
@wwd @therealmattkemp landed on our #OpeningDay @MLB Style Star list: http://wwd.com/menswear-news/fashion/major-league-baseball-players-style-10108064?sct=twitter ...
@padres It all starts tomorrow. #OpeningDay
@Foxsportssd SO.CLOSE. more days...
@padres #Padres looking larger than life on the new artwork behind #SDinHD
@autismspeaks @TheRealMattKemp Today is World Autism Awareness Day! RT and spread the word! The world will Light It Up Blue #LIUB for autism!
@Foxsportssd Painting the town with @Padres. We're ready for #OpeningDay, are you?
@padres VIDEO: @TheRealMattKemp, Clint Barmes and @Solarte26 drive in all the runs with bombs in today's win: http://atmlb.com/1ILbCfg
@padres Well now's as good a time as any to check out @FollowThePadres feature on @TheRealMattKemp: http://atmlb.com/1NApo7i
@padres WATCH: First inning blasts from @wilmyers: http://atmlb.com/1BUdQD7 and @TheRealMattKemp: http://atmlb.com/1Cn8rbq
@dancingfriar @TheRealMattKemp #RFM believes in your leadership. #KeepTheFaith
@jawnmurray Padres @TheRealMattKemp aint just a baseball star, he's a style star! He spoke to @Jayneoni about it: http://www.sportingnews.com/mlb/story/2015-03-24/matt-kemp-fashion-clothes-best-dressed-padres ... @SportingNews
@jaredcooper4 #PadresST @TheRealMattKemp looking on as the National Anthem is played in Peoria. #PadresST
@Foxsportssd So fresh, so clean. Keep an eye out @Padres fans, the 2015 #FanExpress is ready to roll!
@baseballfactory The @PitCChInFdn, founded by Factory alum @CC_Sabathia, provided 2 scholarships to players: http://bit.ly/1UyZM0J
@AROD Amazing article by my teammate @CC_Sabathia in @PlayersTribune. We're all with you - the real you. #Team
@madisonsquarebgclub Thanks to our friends @AmberSabathia @CC_Sabathia for having our dance team perform @ KidsRockLive! #MadisonBGClub
@kevingswann @CC_Sabathia Thanks for pausing in the cold to take a pic with my son and nephew today. Much love.
@btvrtv .@Yankees pitcher @CC_Sabathia chats about hosting #KidsRockLIVE and giving back --> http://ow.ly/YryXc
@yankees First pitchers and catchers workout got us like: #NYYSpring
@dukecastiglione Tampa always great catching up with @CC_Sabathia @Yankees @fox5ny
@PitCChInFDN Can't stop thinking about last week's #KidsRockLive Show! So proud of the dance team at @MadisonBGClub!
@PitCChInFDN Just a few minutes away from #KidsRockLive Fashion Show! #nyfw
@PitCChInFDN Exciting news! @JustineSkye will be performing at the @KidsRockLive Fashion Show for #NYFW! RT for a chance to win two tickets to the show!
@PitCChInFDN What a fun day for 21 student-athletes who had the chance to go shopping and bowling in San Francisco with us today!
@charitybuzz Meet @Yankees all-star pitcher @CC_Sabathia w/ 2 front row tix to the @KidsRockLive #fashion show: http://chrty.bz/1Ngf5Ci @PitCChInFdn
@PitCChInFDN For a chance to meet @CC_Sabathia & 2 tix for #NYFW @KidsRockLive Fashion Show 2/11, check out our @charitybuzz lot: http://bit.ly/CCKidsRock
@PitCChInFDN Great food & fun at our Holiday Party with the Columbus Clubhouse of the @MadisonBGClub!
@PitCChInFDN Happy to support @MadisonBGClub at the Christmas Tree Ball last night. We applaud their commitment to the lives of young people. #MadisonCTB @BGCCCharityDay @CC_Sabathia supports @CantorRelief and @PitCChInFdn at @BGCCCharityDay 2015!
@PitCChInFDN Congratulations to @RobinsonCano and the #RC22Foundation for the official opening of the #RC22DREAMSchool today!
@steinersports Meet @CC_Sabathia at @SOLEXCHANGESHOW New Jersey at @iPlay_America on 11/21, 4-5pm!
@PitCChInFDN Congratulations to the winners of the 5th Annual #CCchallenge: @RocNation Philanthropy Team!
@ROCnation .@S_C_ @myfabulouslife @cphasounds @djreflex: TIDAL X: 1020. Presale: http://tidal.com/TIDALX1020 #TIDALX1020 @TIDALHiFi
@Papajohns_DMV You're getting 50% OFF today - #CAPS50 or #WIZ50? RT & reply for a chance at a FREE PIZZA! @washcaps @WashWizards
@washcaps Legends. #RockTheRed @Papajohns_DMV Order Ovechkin's Wish Special @ http://papajohns.com, $1 of each order donated to @WishMidAtlantic! @ovi8 =
@FansAuthentic #FAexclusive athlete @ovi8 will be signing on Feb. 21 at Sports Card Heroes. #Caps
@Papajohns_DMV @ovi8 delivered the Trick last nite, so we'll deliver 50% OFF today from http://papajohns.com! #CAPS50
@beatsbydre Stay true. Stay humble. Stay you. @CameronNewton Watch Cam's Prayer: My Way featuring @1Future #EVOL
@FansAuthentic We're proud to announce @Ovi8 as our newest #FAexclusive athlete! Full autograph collection » http://bit.ly/1wUTSr7
@FansAuthentic Check out gr8 memorabilia items from #Caps @ovi8 » http://bit.ly/13Js1kS. 1 more day until the #WinterClassic!
@8sasha28 @ovi8 time go shopping with boys nike gr8!!! gonna make dima carry bag. hahahahaha )))))))))))) #TweetLikeOviDay
@clintperez hahaha Big @ovi8 fan!!! likes hats!!! )))) #TweetLikeOviDay
@fathead One more chance to WIN an autographed @ovi8 Fathead! RT, then tell us why you need an #OviFathead to enter: http://bit.ly/1iq9q0a
@PeteGlowDC Please help me raise awareness for @LightTheNightDC & @LLSusa Bid on a team signed Capitals 2013/14 jersey here! http://pages.lightthenight.org/nca/Montcomd13/teampatera ...
@PeteGlowDC Please support me in raising awareness about Leukemia & Lymphoma w/ "Light The Night". Help my team reach our goal! http://pages.lightthenight.org/nca/Montcomd13/teampatera ...
@mkirilenko This court it just a history for all of us Nadushka, @ovi8 and I #2011 @samarads18 @ovi8 Самая красивая пара на земле!!! Вы очень подходите друг другу. Привет из далекого г.Саранула
@toxicxmo @ovi8 @ Ovi8: Hahaha journalists have appointed our wedding, and then themselves and cancel Find a reliable source! Good luck in your search @mkirilenko TOP 10 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Yeeeyyyyyy!!!!!!!!!
@tconn2 @ovi8 Alex can I get a retweet for this awesome drawing of you?
@baenoists Lol too cute RT @mkirilenko: Me and @ovi8 after the game @peteGlowDC @ovi8 @mkirilenko - Don't fall and break your other foot dummy!! @stoppadel The perils of being a ballboy in Barcelona. Ouch! @jhascup22 This story from @BizNasty2point0 made me laugh: http://usat.ly/1qX5Fst
@bykevinallen The latest from @BizNasty2point0: How community values helped players reach NHL: http://usat.ly/1qX5Fst
@barstookbigcat Best Rovell tweet ever is still the one when the Chilean miners were being rescued.
@caseofdanglitis @ByKevinAllen @BizNasty2point0 or maybe since they were already in they didn't care who they played and they wanted to give some guys rest?
@bykevinallen @BizNasty2point0 weighs in on debate between team's best interest & sport's integrity: http://usat.ly/23yVCLD
@bykevinallen We plan on having @BizNasty2point0 write guest columns for USATODAYsports during the Stanley Cup Playoffs. His first ...
@barstookbigcat Here is my advice for Ernie Els, from a guy who has blown a million first holes in his day.

@Dmerit I'll get your tent set up
@channel4news Dame Zaha Hadid, widely regarded to have been among the greatest architects of her generation, has died at 65
@NHLonNBCSports A five-year old was rushed to the ER after being hit in head by puck and returned for OT. http://tw.nbcsports.com/Pz2
@tgkfilms A Look Inside Architect Ian Simpson's Manchester Penthouse
@kaylineelye The day the pumpkin spice latte was invented.
@KFCbarstool In hindsight a Mexican fella that can lose all his blood like that and not bat an eyelash is probably not to be trifled with
@warriors Game. Blouses. #DubNation
@playerstribune Hockey player @AdamEstoclet on the concussion that changed his life. http://playerstribune.net/1WV5ckh
@noahlove Weekend At Bernie's 3
@benhankinson Get JOHN SCOTT MVP t-shirt w/ proceeds to #BellLetsTalk fighting mental health/depression. #WadeBelak #SickNotWeak
@thomasdavissdtm This post is not about me, or how tough I am. It's not to shine any light on me or my injuries…. https://www.instagram.com/p/BBg5N8Ci_Fe/
@rattocsn And Hell puts another log on the fire.
@NHLBlackhawks Want a @88PKane-signed photo? Tweet a screenshot of you vs Anaheim in his app (http://bit.ly/kaneios ) w/#88kanegiveaway for a shot to win!
@jamiemcmurray Hanging out with @NHLBlackhawks @88PKane at the @McDonalds Monopoly shoot today in Cleveland. #TeamMcD #McDMonopoly
@shawz15er Me and rose on the titanic @88PKane #beauty love this city!
@NHL Three Things We Love: 1. @malkin71 2. @GoPro 3. When #1 & #2 are combined Full video here: http://s.nhl.com/GoProMalkin
@gopro Video of the Day! @malkin71_ shows off dazzling skills that made him @NHL champion + MVP in NHL After Dark! #GoPro
@penguins Welcome to the world, Malkin Crosby Long. We LOVE the name. And Malkin's future brother? He'll be Beau Bennett Long.
@lovyrevavika С Чемпионом @malkin71_
@lovyrevavika Женька @malkin71_ V #friends #party #missv
@max_ivanov68 Надо идти в ногу со временем http://silverlions.ru/?p=12374
@metallurgmgn Защитник "Металлурга" Виктор Антипин встречает свой день рождения на тренировке. Команда подготовила молодому...
@valeria_rus Что? Марина Голуб погибла? Как в это можно поверить! Её, жизнерадостную и искромётную, невозможно представить неживой. Страшное горе. Скорбим.
@sovsport Сегодня мы все вспоминаем «Локомотив», ушедший от нас в небо....
@1tvru_news В России сегодня вспоминают жертв авиакатастрофы под Ярославлем
@advorkovich Завтра летим в Магнитогорск. Зй матч благотворительной акции Ковальчука и Малкина для семей хоккеистов ярославского Локомотива. Поддержите!
@er_novosti Благотворительный хоккейный матч "От чистого сердца". via @malkin71_ и @VorobievAndrey
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ko8Q3I9FqRE&list=UU2EYYvU2wnazU7A9-PiMKhjA&index=1&feature=plcp ...
http://er.ru/video/2012/8/30/blagotvoritelnnyiy-hokkejnyiy-match-ot-chistogo-serdca-reportazh-erru/ ...
@dinarik27 От чистого
@echomsknews 26.08.2012 20:33 : Благотворительный матч в поддержку семей погибших в авиакатастрофе игроков "Локомотива"...
@max_ivanov68 Maxim Ivanov Hockey , небольшой ролик о наших сборах
@max_ivanov68 Продолжаем серию летних сборов, сейчас работаем в Питтсбурге
INTEL HOCKEY ACADEMY CAMP
@vikyusa88 @malkin71_ улыбнуло))
@kirisllshitov @malkin71_ Каждый день с 9 до 21 можно сдать помощь для #Кубань в Центре помощи семье и детям на Ул.Доватора,д.13. #поможем прошу RT!
@nickvaluev Кузбассцы! Рад сообщить приятное известие. В июле вас посетит гордость российского хоккея @malkin71_ Добро пожаловать, Женя!
@lovurevavika Откуда у людей силы? А мы тут что-то жалуемся...погода нам не нравится...руки-ноги есть и на том спасибо! Спасибо за каждый прожитый день!V
@RWandCO READY. SET. WIN! Sign up NOW. http://bit.ly/1SD2D30
@CHCfoundation @jessejames450 @GMolsonCHC @CanadiensMTL @PKSubban1 Thank you again for the time given to help us achieve our goals!
@kobe_bryant Last night was the final chapter to an incredible story. I walk away at peace knowing my love for the game & this city will never be broken.
@kobe_bryant Mamba may be out, but I'll still be in @NBA2K
http://2kgam.es/BuyNBA2K17  #LegendsLiveOn
@BTMontreal Congratulations to @PKSubban1 on the birth of your beautiful baby nice Angelina. Best wishes to mom and baby.
@uninterrupted .@KingJames sends his congrats to the @Warriors and @StephenCurry30, as well as @KobeBryant on his final NBA game
@SI_NHL No jersey, no problem: P.K. Subban is no stranger to bold choices
#Fashionable50 http://on.si.com/1S8H10M
@scotiabank Proud to invest in communities! Retweet to donate $5 to programs
@YMCA_Calgary for young people #InfinitePotential
@jeaniebuss Rest in peace Ed Snider. You were a leader in the sports world & great competitor. #Respect #Philadelphia #Flyers #76ers
@smithpelly23 Please help find my cousin
@cowboy_troy I'm honored @PKSubban1 ...best regards
@jonathantoews March 26 is #JumpstartNight in Canada. It's an honour to be a @ctjumpstart ambassador. Every kid deserves a chance!
@bardown The 10 best NHL players to follow on @twitter's 10th birthday. HERE: http://www2.tsn.ca/bardown/Story.aspx?10%2bbest%2bNHL%2bplayers%2bto%2bffollow%2bon%2btwitter%27s%2b10th%2bbirthday&id=575790 ...
@CHCfoundation .@PKSubban1 entouré de Madame Béliveau et de 2 jeunes de @TyndaleStGeorge pour la remise du trophée Jean-Béliveau!
@armenketyeyan Thinking about my friend @PKSubban1 after his injury tonight. Hope you're feeling better!
@nickscherbak Hope you well @PKSubban1 #norris
@omarmiller Praying for ya to have a full recovery bro bro @PKSubban1
@mpfirm Dis Guy went @lids used (Momento font) n made a #Pernell hat S/O
@PKSubban1 insane @AnnakinSlayd @bigd514 @LeKid26
@snoopdog @subbanator my nefew. Canada's finest
@daleweiss22 . Gonna miss you
@jeffgordonweb #JeffGordon - "Thank you, guys. I couldn't ask for a better team to go out with. It's been a blast. I appreciate it." #TheChase #Team24
@movember The best time to start participating in #Movember is on Movember 1st. The second best time is right now. http://Movember.com
@jimmyfallon Let's see how good he is when I'm whipping pumpkin pies at 'em!
@hlundqvistFDN Introducing #HLF's virtual store! Help us raise $7500 to bring supplies to children in the DR http://sprts.is/SchoolStore
@breadandboxers Tomorrow @HLundqvist30 will be signing his favorites from #breadandboxers @BirchboxMan SOHO. Will we see you there?
@hlundqvistFDN Today #HLF's @HLundqvist30 visited w/ children & families bravely fighting against various illnesses @nyphospital
@bloomindales In honor of #FathersDay, @hlundqvist30 shares stylish gifts dads will wear again and again. http://bit.ly/1AlsVOM
@hlundqvistFDN Ever seen anything like it!? A Swarovski encrusted crystal mask. Up for auction starting tnt http://hlundqvistfoundation.com/themask
@foodbank4nyc Thank you @HLundqvist30 for touring our #Bronx warehouse! So thrilled to partner with the @HLundqvistFDN in 2015!
@hlundqvistFDN Check out the mask @HLundqvist30 & @tiesto designed on #TheMaskOnMSG. #HLF Auction begins 3/6: http://hlundqvistfoundation.com/themask
@MSGNetworks Get a sneak peek of The Mask w/ @HLundqvist30 & @Tiesto. Catch it tomorrow night after #NYR hockey. #TheMaskOnMSG
@hlundqvistFDN What will be on the mask designed by @HLundqvist30 & #JohnMcEnroe tmrw? Watch #TheMaskOnMSG then bid on it on 3/6!
@steinersports Announcement: Due to impending winter weather, Defending NY w @HLundqvist30, Richter & Giacomin has been postponed.
@NYRangers Great @NBCSportsWorld feature on #NYR and @gardenofdreams foundation. Read the story here:
@hlundqvistFDN It's the #SeasonofGiving. Give back to #NY by donating to #HLF in support of @FoodBank4NYC! #Thankful2Give http://sprts.is/HLFFoodBank4NYC
@hlundqvistFDN Great @NYRangers win last night! @HLundqvist30 & #HLF are proud to help @gardenofdreams w/Henrik’s Crease & @nycdhs.
@amareisreal At @TheGarden w @carmeloanthony @HLundqvist30 & James Dolan breaking the kazoo world record & raising money for #ALS
@gardenofdreams Smiles all the way around! Lauren's Dream Day with @NYRangers finished with a special visit from @HLundqvist30
@hlundqvistFDN Thank you to everyone who came out and supported #HLF's first fundraiser! Many more to come! #MakingSaveswithHLF
@nypshospital Today, NYR @HLundqvist30 & @HLundqvistFDN made an incredible play w/@nypshospital #MSCHONY pediatric patients.
@benbishop30 #happyflight home. Big win by the boys! @RealStamkos91 getting comfy in his shirt from http://benbishop30.com
@bauerhockey It's time to #PlayExplosive! #Supreme1S @RealStamkos91
@Jack_Eichel11
@rhiggins_TCSB These two promised @TBLightning's @RealStamkos91 a goal from each good luck touch right before he hit the ice! #Done
@nike Roads are closed. School is cancelled. #getouthere
@ndamukongsuh Squad up, it's a snow day!!!!! #getouthere
@akillorn19 Support @larsorg@onexoneorg and purchase the #onexonebracelets at http://www.la-rs.org .@RealStamkos91 @BriBrows22
@NHLPA .@RealStamkos91 posing for a selfie with a fan #HockeyvilleUSA
@dr_kevin_d A little Ultimate Frisbee cross training with @RealStamkos91, @PKessel81, Mike Smith and @teddypurcell16. #grhpt
@drmgivelos @dr_kevin_d moonlighting as a frisbee instructor #dedication
@Katebeirness I think I made the right choice to switch from #kanye to #arietta #VMAs
@MLB .@NHL star @RealStamkos91 trades skates for spikes and hits the field with the @BlueJays.
@GaryrobertsHPT #PREPWEEK is underway!
@sportchek WATCH: There's no such thing as an off-season. Are you ready to get back to hockey? #SweatForThis
@CTVBarrienews Steven Stamkos and Michael Hutchinson participated in the 2nd annual Slow Pitch in Midhurst.
@natethompson44 Feels good to be back with these fellas #theboyzzzzz #besties #TO
@kmd19 Thank you everyone for lifting the spirits of a beautiful lady who beginning the fight of her life!! #kickcancersass
@cabbie #HighFivelt with @RealStamkos91. Small gesture for a big cause
@UNICEFLive. http://highfiveit.org
@DrGBrunger Thanks to @RealStamkos91 for coming out to @SportChek and helping me to fit some kids for hockey gear, had a blast!
@g_mcphee21 Big thanks to @SportChek @TheHockeyAgency and @RealStamkos91 for the hospitality and an awesome day.
@A_Sali98 Steven Stamkos #NewPort @thehockeyagency https://instagram.com/p/4z1_mrRAo5/
@Frameworthsport Here it is! Our #FarewellRexallPlace platinum package signed by @Hallsy04. Pre-order here: https://goo.gl/RT7t1TE
@johngaudreau03 Battle of Alberta line was clicking last night!! @hallsy04
@NHLFlames @EdmontonOilers #Pacific
@justinbeiber #BellLetsTalk
@RNH_93 #BellLetsTalk
@JNeal_18 #BellLetsTalk
@1strnd MAJOR ANNOUNCEMENT! Bring the kids to 1st RND DOWNTOWN this SAT JAN 9 from 2:30pm-5:00pm and meet All Star Taylor Hall @hallsy04
@jasongregor #MonthOfGiving auction today: Dinner for 4 at @Ruthschrisyeg with @hallsy04 @Jason_Strudwick and another special guest. Bid at 2 p.m.
@jasongregor Supporting a great charity! @MightyStollyery Winner winner
@jasongregor Good Chat with Taylor Hall about camp and a Fantasy Football league a team mate excluded him from
@ryanwhitney6 n/a
@clowepurcell Our Hockey players and other celebs at the #clowepurcellgolf luncheon.
@edmontonoilers Happy Mother's Day, #OilCountry!
@loveyourmelon Here is how you can help spread our exciting announcement: http://thndr.it/1NN5uGa ! Support it, and we can spread this around the world! #LYM
@Roy9er @hallsy04 got mad at me for not following him tonight at dinner tonight #hardo
@mfraser25 2 Mem. Cup wins, 220 points in the NHL and first overall pick this guy finally gets respect. Congrats @hallsy04
@jasongregor Congrats to Brent Saik and all the players and volunteers for setting a new world record. #WLHG #250hours #FindACure @albertacancer
@lukegazdicsince we are on the road Avena and @HairMassacureNA will be joining me at Rexall on Thursday for the shave! http://ow.ly/J1wU2
@sportcenter RT if the Seahawks will win Super Bowl XLIX.
@S_Timmins Ending the night on a good note #BellLetsTalk
@theofleury13 Suffered many years with anxiety and depression. When I started talking about it guess what? It went away #BellLetsTalk #CWAR
@ryanhaileyb n/a
@zneilson20 ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE!!
@stuntmanstu #StuStrong shirts from @TEAMUNSUNGHERO Now available! http://unsunghero.ca/products/stustrong … #BeatLeukemia
@ryanhaileyb Snowbears
@bschenn_10 It's about time Saskatchewan gets a Children's Hospital! Help us out & tweet #AllianceEnergy4Kids and they'll donate $1 per tweet & retweet!
@playerstribune John Scott opens up about his controversial NHL All-Star appearance. http://playerstribune.net/1QHmh
@NHLFlyers Help support a great cause! Tickets are on sale for the @28CGiroux foundation charity bowling event on 2/17 → http://bit.ly/1N3aseY
@NHLFlyers Congratulations to equipment manager Harry Bricker (second from the left) on his 2,000th pro hockey game!
@NickMcllwain Yo Flyers fans! THIS guy will be at #CampOutForHunger tomorrow, ~1:30pm! Make a donation & get a picture/autograph!
@28CGfoundation Great article, thanks @TheHockeyWriter!
@MStPierre39 Sad to hear the passing of Max Keeping #ottawacommunity #rip
@Gongshowgear What happens when @b_ryan9 comes back to Ottawa only to find @28CGiroux on his rink? #GONGSHOW #SnipinNChirpin
@28CGfoundation @28CGiroux donating 10K to @sniderhockey from the Claude Giroux Foundation!
@NHLFlyers To our first coaches and our biggest fans... Happy Father's Day! See more #Flyers fathers → http://bit.ly/1I83OXb
@nakedcooler Naked Cooler: The New King of Summer! https://youtu.be/JA1rQzUFK68 via @YouTube Get Naked. Stay Cooler!
@tseguinofficial Above average roommate @28CGiroux World Cup champs baby. #gold #canada
@bschenn_10 Please Help @Smukyou2 who is a former #WHL and #UofS hockey player from Saskatoon with his battle of cancer. 
http://www.gofundme.com/codysmuk?pc=em_dr_11 ...
@bschenn_10 Check it out! I donated to Help Cody kick this!  
http://www.gofundme.com/codysmuk?pc=em_dr_11 ...
@michaels_way Michael'sWay & FlyersWives spent the day with Zander who was pretty happy with his new playroom: #BuildingHopeForKids
@cabbie Channeling Roy Munson at @28CGiroux's charity bowling event! Cameos from Ray Emery, @jachobe @hartsy43
@Jeremy_Roenick Can't wait for everyone to hear this wks show! One of the best captains iv ever had. Big Walt!!
@buccigross "Congrats to @UNDmhockey on winning the #NationalChampionship. Wish I was at that celebration. Enjoy it boys!" #TJ
@buccigross North Dakota’s 32 wins entering Frozen Four most by any school entering Frozen Four since North Dakota's 32 in 2011
@rorkedenver n/a
@mnhockeycamps Setting up for @LetsPlay_Hockey expo. Come by for a visit.  
@dgermundson @CarrieGrillo @deangrillo will be on hand.
@joecct77 @TJOshie77 RT @FollowThePuck2: WARROAD WARRIORS SECTION 8A CHAMPIONS
@liltunechi Kongrats to my homie Alex Ovechkin! Leading the NHL in hat trix!! Just a beast onna ice!
@genethix Head over to FaceBook and share this post, like our page and win a 1 MONTH FREE SUPPLY of Genethix bars!!!
@AAAmidatlantic Hockey, high-fives & meeting heroes. Skating w/@TJOshie77 brought to you by AAA. #ShareYourJourney
@WarroadHSHockey Newest addition to the Warrior locker room #tradition
@washcaps Thanks for playing along today! We leave you with this terrific rendition of Jingle Bells from…? #HappyHolidays
@stlouisblues Thanks #Jax.
@washcaps Bring a toy to tomorrow's #CapsBolts game & get a limited edition Oshie poster... A select few will be autographed!
@MSEFNDN Get to #CapsWings early for Pick-A-Stick, @washcaps fans! Winners meet @TJOshie77 after the game! More info:  
http://www.monumentalfoundation.org/2015/11/30/pick-a-stick …
@MonSportsNet 10x better than any RC car you could get for Christmas… #CapsAtAndrews
@UNDmHockey Sunday funday: North Dakota sweeps Michigan State
@nelsonayotte Top quality @HS_NSF Certified for Sport protein bars can taste great just ask http://genethix.com/genethix-products/ …
@AAAmidatlantic A familiar site @washcaps fans...@TJOshie77 with the assist! #ShareYourJourney
@AAAmidatlantic Today's squirt could be tomorrow's @TJOshie77. #ShareYourJourney
@thejuliewright Casino Night with @TJOshie77! And photobomb from @JeremySettle!
@rollingstone Why Is Beirut's brutal terrorist attack being ignored? http://rol.st/1kyZpV4
@robdelaney The terrorists in Paris were French, so I assume you're deporting all your Creoles too?
@TinnyToddBL @JLupul you were pulling for Cole in 08!
@SystemsSC @JLupul you were pulling for Cole in 08!
@RLeesam @JLupul why did Scar have to kill Mufasa like that, Joffrey?
@NOH8Campaign Oakland A's pitcher Sean Doolittle & girlfriend set out to fill stadium for LGBT Pride Night: http://bit.ly/1ISodgK
@AndrewONielsen @MapleLeafs @JLupul Thanks for the fist bump Lupul! You saw how big my smile is. Big fan. You made my day.
@LupesTroops n/a
@TheCWV One of the most powerful images I've seen
@CTVNationalNews #BellLetsTalk final tally: Record 122,150,772 million tweets, texts, calls, shares. Bell donates $6,107,538.60 to mental health initiatives.
@mrkevinconnolly Special Teams!!!! All about Special Teams
@Teemusel8nne I'm finally here.
@RadioVendetta Getting ready for @MapleLeafs practice in LA with the best interview in @NHL #FriendlyPhil
@Theremixproject Take a second to vote for @JLupul's style courtesy of @gotstyle. Each vote raises $1 for Remix http://www.lupulstyle.com #TMLtalk
@UNICEF _Pakistan Attacking children and their education is a disregard of the most fundamental principles of humanity. #PeshawarAttack
@strombo Check this out: Anonymous Creates Map Missing and Murdered Aboriginal Women - http://ictmn.com/4a8 via @IndianCountry #TurtleIsland
@sharpmagazine J. Lupul knows his job can't compare to the Canadian troops'. http://bit.ly/1v4EQT4 @JLupul @gotstyle @SullyWong
@anitahely @JLupul My little guy is dreaming of a speedy recovery for you.
@LupesTroops We are proud to honour at tonight's game our fallen heroes and Captain Ronald Frobel. Thank you Canadian Armed Forces for all that you do!
@Indie88Toronto @JLupul I know fan support here is rough sometimes but check this out: http://bit.ly/1yWMXm7 #LoudForLupul #TMLTalk -@Radio_Brent
@Cabbie New #podcast w/ @Ryan_Kesler! Bunch of great stories. Solid weekend listening.
https://itunes.apple.com/ca/podcast/cabbie-presents-the-podcast/id506577876?mt=2 ...
@TeamUSA Let's celebrate! Happy birthday to #TeamUSA's @Ryan_Kesler!
@kieksa3 Jacked to be back with @Ryan_Kesler and my new best bud @patmaroon . Can't wait to be a @AnaheimDucks and give it all to that team.
@becka1310p1 @Ryan_Kesler Thank you 4 honoring my precious son @jack_rohwer17. Our hearts smile with <3 &JOY (Mom& @_sydneykateee)
@JJWatt Remember where you came from and what it took. Know who's important and what matters most. Let the rest think what they may. #HuntGreatness
@2k #NHL2K mobile is now $2.99 for @2K's Mobile Spring Sale (until 4/3)! Grab it today for all your hockey desires!
@FoxSportsWest You've asked for more #BetweenTwoZambonis & we've delivered!
@Ryan_Kesler w/ @AnaheimDucks teammate Patrick Maroon
@NHL If you liked Between Two Ferns, you'll love the @AnaheimDucks "Between Two Zambonis" feat. @ryan_kesler
@AnaheimDucks Reunited and it feels so good!
@Playerstrbune .@Ryan_Kesler on the awkwardness of joining his one-time rivals on the @AnaheimDucks. http://bit.ly/1E0Bylx
@f_andersen30 This net definitely won't be my valentine this year after what it did to me last weekend #hurtfeelings
@HondaCenter TOMORROW: @Ryan_Kesler joins the @globies for tip off! Get your tickets for the game at http://HondaCenter.com .
@natethompson44 Congratulations to Rick Bowness on his 2000th game tonight. It was an honor to play for him. Great coach. Better person . #classact
@TBLightning Stick taps to assoc. head coach Rick Bowness on his 2000th @NHL game behind the bench. More: http://goo.gl/zQxsiv
@FallonTonight Jimmy reminisces about his time at Bayside High with the gang from "Saved By The Bell." #FallonTonightLA
@BizNasty2point0 Drive around it Matt. #Lincoln
@AnaheimDucks A future star in the making! @Ryan_Kesler and his son, Ryker, go through drills after today's practice.
@AnaheimDucks Like father, like son! Ryker looks great in his #NHLDucks and @Ryan_Kesler gear.
@Todd_Kesler Great day for golf in cali.
@Kylepalmieri @Ryan_Kesler are hard copy games with you as the cover available? An autographed one would be huge for my wall of Kesler at home!
@BrianJKemp @b_ryan9 Could I get a Retweet? Support Brian's efforts to fight kids' cancer. https://greatcyclechallenge.ca/Riders/BrianKemp …
@Cecer_83 Good times at the Ford Donnelly #TruckOff earlier in the week. Go check out the 2 newest additions.
@Senators Bobby meets Bobby! Watch the #puppygoal's happy ending and a big thanks to @PetSmart and @PizzaPizzaLtl!
@amyschumer Happy New Years to internet trolls. I hope you find happiness this year. Nourishing relationships and a life you can be proud of.
@David_boreanaz All heart. Thanks @b_ryan9
@GareJoyceNHL My friend @b_ryan9 was talking about my other friend @realPOSULLIVAN and his book Breaking Away in the Citizen
@GongshowGear What happens when @b_ryan9 comes back to Ottawa only to find @28CGiroux on his rink? #GONGSHOW #SnipinNChirpin
@GongshowGear What happens when @28CGiroux shows up on @b_ryan9 's rink last week? A competition of course.Stay tuned 4 the video
@REDBLACKS Jeremiah Johnson now has three straight games with at least two touchdowns since taking over at running back. #CFLGameDay #RNation
@sherwoodhockey Ottawa! Come meet @b_ryan9 on Sept 2 @ValiquetteSport from 6-7:30pm and have a chance of winning 1 of his new #EK60s
@sherwoodhockey Some behind the scenes action of @b_ryan9 and B. Holik shooting clay pigeons in WY for the #EK60 video coming up.
@bradfritsch Attaboy. All the best, bud. #membermemberchampincoming "@b_ryan9: Officially married! What an incredible night!"
@AHMcalm For every retweet this gets, Pedigree will donate one bowl of dog food to dogs in need! #tweetforbowls
@CHEOhospital @b_ryan9 Can you be a hero for CHEO and help us spread the word for the #CHEOtelethon! We need 10,000 tweets for $10,000 using #hero4cheo!
@steinersports FOLLOW @steinersports & RETWEET to enter to WIN a signed @b_ryan9 photo! Shop » http://bit.ly/shopryan
@PhillipsErin Witnessed an amazing movement this am from an empowering group of young men. Check out #ManUp @CPhillipsFour @b_ryan9 @StuntmanStu pls RT
@torchrunontario Are you on Team @Jgardiner272 or Team @b_ryan9? Great article from @TorontoPolice on how these 2 NHL stars are supporting @SOOntario
@Senators ICYMI: @b_ryan9 captained two teams against the @OttawaPolice in floor hockey.
@ChiefBorgeleau ottcity Please support @b_ryan9 in @SOOntario Provincial Floor Hockey Championships Fundraiser
https://secure.e2rm.com/registrant/LoginRegister.aspx?eventid=170924&langpref=en-C A#.VQ10LwWR8HQ.twitter ...
@ChiefBorgeleau Tx to @b_ryan9 for coming out and supporting @SOOntario and @OttawaPolice #AdoptAnArhlete